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UK: Muslim Brotherhood ties
are ‘indicator of extremism’
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

B

Muslim Brotherhood.
“Parts of the Muslim Brotherhood have a highly ambiguous relationship with violent extremism,”
Cameron said in a statement. “Both
as an ideology and as a network it
has been a rite of passage for some
individuals and groups who have
gone on to engage in violence and
terrorism.”
“The main findings of the review support the conclusion that
membership of, association with,
or influence by, the Muslim Brotherhood should be considered as a
possible indicator of extremism.”
Egyptian President Abdel

ritish Prime Minister David Cameron said the
findings of a review of
Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood support the view
that membership in the Islamist
organisation or association with it
“should be considered as a possible
indicator of extremism”.
The study could lead to the Brotherhood being banned in the United
Kingdom, the Guardian newspaper
reported, although that step
was not yet taken.
The long-delayed review
Cameron said
into the organisation was
Britain would
commissioned in 2014 to
examine whether the group
intensify its scrutiny
put British national secuof the views and
rity at risk. Cameron ordered
activities of Muslim
Britain’s intelligence agencies to investigate the phiBrotherhood.
losophy and activities of the

Fattah al-Sisi cracked down on the
Muslim Brotherhood after his Islamist predecessor Muhammad
Morsi, a member of the group,
was ousted in 2013. Egyptian authorities accused the movement
of involvement in attacks on security forces and of maintaining
links with Islamic State-affiliated
terrorist cells. The Brotherhood has
denied involvement in terrorist activities in Egypt and elsewhere.
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have banned the
Muslim Brotherhood, labelling it a
“terrorist” organisation. Cameron
did not immediately ban the group
but did say members were
“possible extremists”.
Cameron said Muslim Brotherhood-associated
and
-influenced groups had
sometimes characterised
Britain as fundamentally
hostile to the Muslim
faith and identity and
expressed support for
attacks conducted by Pal-

P21

estinian Islamist group Hamas.
“Aspects of the Muslim Brotherhood’s ideology and activities
therefore run counter to British values of democracy, the rule of law,
individual liberty, equality and the
mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs,” he said.
Cameron said the British government would keep under review
the views and activities of Muslim
Brotherhood associates in Britain
and whether the group met the legal test for proscription as a terrorist organisation.
While not declaring an outright
ban on the organisation, Cameron
said Britain would continue to refuse visas to members and associates of the group who have made
extremist comments and it would
intensify its scrutiny of the views
and activities of Muslim Brotherhood members, associates and affiliates overseas.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
A Saudi woman casts her ballot
during municipal elections in
Riyadh. In a historic milestone,
voters elected 21 Saudi
women to regional municipal
councils, the first election in
the kingdom to allow female
participation. More than 900
women were among the 6,440
candidates competing for 284
council seats, the only official
body contested democratically
in the kingdom. In Saudi
Arabia women are forbidden
from driving and need a male
guardian’s written permission
to travel or work, which
leaves females in the kingdom
in a state of perpetual codependency. However, more
than half of Saudi university
graduates are women and since
2010 the number of employed
Saudi women jumped 48%,
more than twice the rate of the
male counterparts.
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Ceasefire breaches hinder Yemen talks, Arab coalition blames Houthis
The Arab Weekly staff

Geneva

U

N-sponsored
Yemen
peace talks in Geneva
are
increasingly
in
doubt because of allegations by the internationally recognised Yemeni government and the Iran-allied Houthis of
ceasefire breaches and the refusal
of Houthis to release senior Yemeni
officials they are holding.
Brigadier-General Ahmed alAssiri of the Saudi coalition said
the Iran-allied Houthis had repeatedly broken the ceasefire, which
was supposed to begin at midday
December 15th, and that his forces
were responding.
The truce was intended to last
seven days and coincide with talks
seeking to end the nine-month-old
war between the Houthis based in
Yemen’s north and Saudi-backed
southern and eastern fighters loyal

to Yemeni President Abd Rabbo
Mansour Hadi.
Nearly 6,000 people have been
killed and millions displaced in
the fighting as the country faces a
mounting humanitarian crisis.
“The number of violations is
around 150 and this does not show
honest intentions,” Assiri told Saudi-government-run al-Ekhbariya
television.

“We urge the United Nations to
clarify to the Houthis that there
will be no patience towards these
practices and the truce could collapse at any moment,” he said,
adding that Saudi Arabia would not
tolerate attacks on its border from
Yemen.
The closed-door peace talks in
Switzerland, which also began
December 15th, were suspended,

according to sources, after the
Houthis rejected demands by the
Hadi government to free senior officials, including Defence Minister
Mahmoud al-Subaihi and Hadi’s
brother, Nasser.
Instead of facilitating direct
talks, UN Special Envoy to Yemen
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed was
shuttling between the two sides
trying to bridge differences.

Pro-Houthi fighters attend a tribal gathering in Sana’a on December 15th.

According to the United Nations,
Saudi-led air strikes hit Sana’a on
December 16th and major ground
fighting was reported in the southern city of Taiz. Breaches of the
ceasefire were also reported in the
province of Marib and provinces on
border with Saudi Arabia.
Local media reported that there
was a prisoner exchange in which
more than 200 fighters from both
sides were repatriated with hundreds of others expected to soon be
returned.
The prisoner exchange took
place in the Yafa’a district of the
southern province of Lahj, along
the border with the central province of Bayda, witnesses said.
The conflict in Yemen pits the
Iran-supported Houthi rebels and
allied fighters, who support former president Ali Abdullah Saleh,
against forces loyal to the Hadi government and an Arab coalition led
by Saudi Arabia, which launched
an air war against the rebels on
March 26th.
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Riyadh announces counterterrorism coalition

A file photo shows Saudi security forces taking part in a military parade in Mecca.

Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

S

audi Arabia has announced
the formation of a 34-country military alliance made
up of Muslim nations to
combat regional terrorism.
A statement from Saudi Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz said the alliance
would be based in Riyadh “to coordinate and support military operations to fight terrorism and to develop the necessary programmes
and mechanisms for supporting
these efforts”.
Prince Mohammed, who is also
Saudi Arabia’s defence minister,
said during a December 15th news

conference that the alliance would
coordinate efforts to fight terrorism
in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Egypt and Afghanistan.
“Currently, every Muslim country is fighting terrorism individually… so coordinating efforts is very
important,” he said.
“There will be international coordination with major powers and
international organisations… in
terms of operations in Syria and
Iraq. We can’t undertake these operations without coordinating with
legitimacy in this place and the international community.”
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel alJubeir said in Paris that members
could request assistance from the
coalition, which would address the
requests “on a case-by-case basis”.
Asked if the new Muslim alliance

would focus solely on the Islamic
State (ISIS), Prince Mohammed
said the coalition would confront
“any terrorist organisation that appears in front of us”.

It was not
immediately clear
what role the United
States would play in
the newly
announced
coalition.
The coalition will tackle “the
Islamic world’s problem with terrorism and will be a partner in
the worldwide fight against this
scourge”, Prince Mohammed added.

The announcement came the
same day peace talks between the
internationally recognised Yemeni government and the Iran-allied
Houthi rebels began in Geneva. A
week-long ceasefire in Yemen was
also called.
US Senators John McCain, RAriz., and Lindsey Graham, R-S.C.,
while on a visit to Iraq in November,
said the United States could provide logistical and intelligence support to a proposed 100,000-strong
force from Sunni Arab countries.
However, it was not immediately clear what role the United
States would play in the newly
announced coalition. US Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter said he is
looking forward to learning more
about what Saudi Arabia has in
mind.

“In general, at least, it appears
that it’s very much aligned with
something that we’ve been urging
for quite some time, which is greater involvement in the campaign to
combat [ISIS] by Sunni Arab countries,” Carter said during a visit to
Incirlik Air Base in Turkey.
The new counterterrorism coalition includes countries with established armies such as Pakistan,
Egypt and Turkey, the only NATO
member in the alliance. Other Gulf
countries included in the counterterrorism coalition are the United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar.
The alliance does not include Iran,
Syria, Iraq or Oman.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf section editor of The Arab
Weekly.

Saudi women elected in historic vote
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

A

t least 20 female candidates captured municipal council seats in Saudi Arabia in stunning
victories despite restrictive campaign rules and criticism
from the religious establishment.
The victories accounted for a
fraction of the 2,100 council seats
on 284 councils nationwide and
were seen by Western critics of the
kingdom as modest gains at best.
But the victories mark a significant
repudiation of religious conservatives, including the popular cleric
Abdul Aziz al-Fawzan, who argued
that only men should vote and that
having elections imported Western
values.
“The religious conservatives are
fully aware that the days of having their unlimited say in sustaining the obscurantist nature of their
polity are numbered,” said Ehsan
M. Ahrari, adjunct research professor at the Strategic Studies Institute, Army War College in Pennsylvania, and who has researched
Saudi Arabia’s influence in the
Middle East. “But they, under no
circumstances, will not go down
without a fight.”
Women candidates faced huge
disadvantages. Only 130,637 females registered to vote in contrast
to 1.35 million men. Abdullatif alShaikh, minister of Rural and Municipal Affairs, said that 979 women ran among 6,917 candidates. In
all, 702,542 voters cast ballots, representing an overall 47.4% voter
turnout, according to Shaikh.

Perhaps the biggest surprise was
that many female winners won
seats in traditionally conservative
rural areas such as Tabuk in the
remote north-west, where 80% of
the registered female voters cast
ballots and 44% of the registered
men voted. Indeed, Saudi results
reflected elections worldwide
in which large voter turnouts,
spurred by well-organised campaigns, could sweep in candidates
often not favoured to win.
Among the newly elected council members were Salma Al-Oteibi
in Madrakah; Hinuwf Al-Hazmi of
Al-Jouf and Mona el-Emery and
Fadhila al-Attawy, both of Tabuk.
In Jeddah, where 80% of the reg-

istered women voters cast ballots,
Rasha Hefzi and Lama al-Suleiman
won council seats in separate districts. Elected members will comprise two-thirds of all councils.
Saudi journalist Maha Alqeel
said the keys to the rural victories were the candidates’ well-run
campaigns and knowledge of their
communities.
“The wins have been in small
towns and big cities,” Alqeel said.
“Despite the media problems
of getting out the vote, they are
known in their local communities. Voters probably know them or
know of them. In the end the voters looked at the person.”
Preliminary returns indicated

A Saudi woman voter casts her ballot in a polling station in the
coastal city of Jeddah, on December 12th.

that Hefzi claimed 131 votes in a
field of eight women and ten men
in the second district in Jeddah.
She said her experience and name
recognition swayed voters.
“Voters from previous elections
know their communities and usually vote in groups and vote for
people they know,” Hefzi said.
“The most difficult part was entering those communities and promoting our programme and credentials and who we are.”
Municipal council campaigns are
highly regulated, making efforts to
spread candidates’ messages difficult. A tent is set up in a community and candidates have ten days
to host events. Candidates also use
street advertising, door-to-door
canvassing, call centres and marketing techniques to get out the
vote.
Rima al-Mukhtar, a social media
and public relations specialist in
Jeddah, said Hefzi and Suleiman
have strong reputations in the
community.
“Rasha is a big volunteer and
she is a good reflection of the community she represents and Lama is
very experienced and has worked
in the Jeddah Chamber of Commerce. She will represent entrepreneurs,” Mukhtar said.
Election observers, both in the
West and in Saudi Arabia, were
sceptical that women would make
much of a showing in the election.
But Saudi women have come a long
way in gaining male allies to run
for public office since a 2005 poll
by the Riyadh-based Asbar Centre
for Studies, Research and Communications reported that 59% of the
surveyed Saudis opposed women
voting and 72.5% said they didn’t

want them on municipal councils.
But a decade has made a difference. Hefzi said her strongest supporters were men. “Most of my
votes were from men,” she said.
Municipal councils possess little power and have no control over
funds. Councils serve in an advisory role to municipalities, which are
responsible for garbage collection
and park and road maintenance
among similar tasks involving infrastructure.
The involvement of local municipal councils in keeping neighbourhoods
maintained
vary
greatly from neighbourhood to
neighbourhood.

At least 20 female
candidates captured
municipal council
seats.
Candidates argued that if women fit anywhere in the decisionmaking process in Saudi Arabia
it’s at the municipal level in their
own neighbourhoods where their
children play and they shop for the
family.
Hefzi said she sees her role as a
council member to provide better communication between the
council and their constituents.
“We want to create an advocacy
with a new structure on the council to hopefully have better plans,”
she said. “I hope to have a very key
role in developing better service
and contact with the community.
As an advisory council we should
represent the voice of the public.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.
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Jordan vets
Syrian groups to
negotiate with
Assad
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

J

ordan is drawing up a list of
“terrorist” and “moderate”
groups operating in Syria
ahead of negotiations between the Syrian opposition
and the regime of President Bashar
Assad on the future of the warstricken country.
Jordan was entrusted with the
task during a mid-November meeting that included the United States,
the United Nations and Russia. Before that process took off, Saudi
Arabia arranged for a three-day
gathering in Riyadh of Syrian opposition groups it supports.
The Riyadh meeting imposed
a new reality: The Saudi-hosted
groups must be recognised as part
of the “moderate opposition” that
will negotiate a final settlement to
the Syrian civil war.

Jordan hopes the
“moderates” will
form a buffer if and
when Assad’s regime
in Damascus
crumbles.
Initially, Amman remained silent
on the Saudi moves to avoid angering its largest Arab bankroller,
which has pumped billions of dollars to Amman over the years to
keep Jordan’s moribund economy
afloat. That drew widespread speculation that efforts were not coordinated between the two countries.
However, a senior government official insisted that Jordan had taken
the nudge on all the moves from

Saudi Arabia, which announced on
December 14th the formation of an
alliance of Muslim nations to fight
terrorism.
“The Saudi meeting is part and
parcel of a unified effort to end the
war in Syria,” the official told The
Arab Weekly, insisting on anonymity, citing the sensitivity of his remarks.
US Secretary of State John Kerry,
after talks with Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov in Moscow, said they
exchanged views on “moderate”
and “terrorist” groups operating in
Syria.
Kerry said he was specifically
concerned about the safety of the
moderates, who were facing constant Russian air strikes in Syria.
Jordan, which hosts 1.4 million
Syrian refugees, has maintained
close contact with “moderate” Syrian rebels, hoping they may offer an
alternative to Assad’s regime. The
so-called moderates, known as the
Southern Front, include ex-Syrian
Army officers and Free Syrian Army
recruits from tribal backgrounds
from southern Syria regions.
Fayez Dwairi, a strategic analyst
and retired senior military officer,
said that due to Jordan’s national
security interests in southern Syria,
“I’m sure the kingdom would like to
maintain the status quo there for as
long as possible.”
There are more than 800 armed
groups operating in Syria and 40%
of those may be considered “moderate”, another Jordanian government official involved in the
screening process said, insisting
on anonymity because he is not allowed to make press statements.
Jordan hopes the “moderates”

will form a buffer if and when Assad’s regime in Damascus crumbles,
or if Assad decides to abandon the
presidency and head to a safe haven on the eastern Mediterranean
in Syria’s Latakia. The area is home
to Assad’s minority Alawite sect, an
offshoot of Shia Islam.
Saudi Arabia, which is of the rival
Sunni sect, has accused Assad of
being an Iranian vassal to promote
Tehran’s brand of Shia Islam in a region long dominated by Sunni governments. It wants Assad to leave office before a political process starts.
However, in meetings in the past
two months in Vienna, representatives from the United Nations, the
European Union and 17 countries —
including Saudi Arabia — set in motion a plan for a possible solution

to end the civil war in Syria, which
envisages the defeat of the Islamic
State (ISIS) and other militants.
The diplomats agreed in Vienna
on October 30th to a timetable that
would in six months see a transitional government in Syria, which
would have elections within 18
months.

There are more than
800 armed groups
operating in Syria.

At the Riyadh meeting, which
wrapped up December 11th, more
than 100 members of Syria’s opposition groups agreed to work together
to prepare for talks with Assad’s
government.
Jordan has proceeded with draft-

ing the required lists on the Syrian
opposition groups.
The Jordanian official involved
in the screening process cautioned
that “clear criteria must be used to
define a terror group and then be
applied to all parties in the conflict.
Deciding which of these groups is
terrorist in nature is not going to be
an easy task.”
Dawiri says Jordan should reject
this task, although it is capable of
doing it.
“Time isn’t ripe for Jordan to create enemies in a troubled region
and amid a rise of terror groups,” he
said.
Raied T. Shuqum, based in
Amman, has reported on regional
issues since 1999.

Riyadh talks unify Syrian opposition, peace talks in January
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

M

ore than 100 members of the Syrian
opposition,
completing intense
marathon talks in Riyadh, agreed to negotiate with the
Damascus government towards a
political solution to the Syrian civil
war with the precondition the Syrian President Bashar Assad plays no
part in a transitional period.
The aim of the three-day Riyadh
meeting, which ended December
11th, was to unify the fragmented
Syrian opposition before potential
talks with the Assad regime. In November, foreign ministers from 17
countries agreed that a transitional
government be set up within six
months with elections carried out
within 18 months.
Monzer Akbik, a member of
the National Coalition opposition group, was quoted by Reuters
as saying the Riyadh conference
agreed to set up a leadership group
that would include six coalition
members, six representatives from
rebel factions, five from a Damascus-based group and eight independent figures.
“These are representatives of all
the opposition factions, political
and military and they are going to
be the decision makers in terms
of the political settlement,” Akbik
said. A separate negotiating team of
15 members would also be appointed, he said.
The talks were not short on drama. Ahrar al-Sham, an Islamist insurgent group, withdrew from the
talks, only to return and sign the final statement, according to sources

Saudi official Abdulaziz al-Saqr (C) and members of the Syrian opposition Louai Safi (R) and Hend
Kapwat (L) attend a news conference at the end of the Syrian opposition conference in Riyadh, on
December 10th.
and Reuters, which obtained a copy
of the final declaration.
Erratic behaviour was expected
of Ahrar al-Sham, which before
the talks accused other members
of the opposition of being friendly
with the Assad regime. The group
also pledged not to accept any outcome of the talks if it did not satisfy
certain criteria, one of which was
“maintaining the Islamic identity of
our people and giving our religion
the complete freedom in deciding
Syria’s future according to its identity and history”.
Another issue was the complaint from a number of opposition groups of not being invited.
Conspicuous by their absence were
the Syrian Kurdish People’s Protection Units, the US-backed military
wing of the Democratic Union Party

(PYD), which were excluded at the
insistence of Ankara.
In reaction to the snub, a number
of Kurdish groups established their
own two-day conference but with
very little participation.

The Riyadh
conference is our
last chance before
heading towards
total chaos.
With regards to Kurdish participation at the Riyadh talks, Abdul
Basit Sieda, the Kurdish former
head of the Syrian National Council
and head of the Kurdish National
Council, told The Arab Weekly that
all segments that make up the opposition, including political, ethni-

cal and military aspects, were present in Riyadh.
Syrian opposition activist Marah Bukai said the conference was
timely and would be instrumental in bringing together the entire
spectrum of moderate opposition,
from both the political and military
sides. She said that would help develop “a vision to resolve this crisis,
without compromising the core of
our revolution in freedom, dignity
and fairness to all Syrians”.
“The Riyadh conference is our
last chance before heading towards
total chaos that will not only affect
the security and stability of the
region but the entire world,” she
added.
The demand that Assad and his
circle play no part in a political
transition is a tougher stance than

that of several Western countries
that back Assad’s opponents. The
United States, France and Britain all
called for Assad to step down after
protests broke out against his rule
in March 2011.
The reaction from the pro-Assad
camp has been predictably hostile.
A statement the Russian Foreign
Ministry said that because the Riyadh meeting excluded groups
such as the Syrian Kurds, they
should not form the basis for peace
talks.
In an interview with the Spanish
news agency EFE, Assad stated he
would not negotiate with armed
groups, accusing Washington and
Saudi Arabia of wanting “terrorist
groups” to join the talks.
“There’s no point in meeting in
New York or anywhere else without
defining terrorist groups,” he said.
“For us, in Syria, everyone who
holds a machine gun is a terrorist.”
Al-Qaeda’s Syria affiliate, alNusra Front, accused rebels who
attended the Riyadh conference of
“treason” and betrayal.
“It is a plot, not a conference.
Such… gatherings must be foiled,”
al-Nusra Front chief Abu Muhammad al-Jolani said in an interview
with Orient News, a Dubai-based
Syrian opposition television channel.
Regarding the next step, Abdulaziz al-Sager, head of the Gulf
Research Centre and leader of the
Riyadh talks, said the opposition
would meet government officials in
the first ten days of January.
A statement at the end of the
two-day conference said Assad
should leave power at the start of
a transitional period and called for
an all-inclusive, democratic civic
state. It also committed to preserving state institutions.
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In Syria, signs of a new and wider war
James Bruce

Beirut

T

here are disturbing signs
that the chaotic and perplexing war in Syria is
taking on new dimensions, drawing outside
powers ever deeper into a conflict
that seems to constantly change
complexion and threaten wider
turmoil.
At the same time, the Islamic
State (ISIS), which is increasingly
the target for foreign powers —
some of them on opposing sides
in a war that sometimes seems bewilderingly unfathomable — has
sharply escalated its attacks on a
global scale, hitting countries as far
afield as France to Bangladesh and
there are fears in Thailand that it is
plotting attacks there as well. That
can only fuel the Syrian conflict.
In Syria, the Russians, who conducted an armed intervention in
September to rescue their key Arab
ally, Syrian President Bashar Assad,
from certain military defeat, have
expanded their initial air base outside the Mediterranean port of Latakia from where they have launched
air strikes against rebel forces.
In recent days, Russians have also
taken over and extended a Syrian
Air Force base at Shaayrat outside
the strategic central city of Homs
to step up air strikes in that region.
The aim is to prevent ISIS cutting
the critical M5 highway linking
Homs and Damascus.

Moscow plans to
step up air strikes in
the central region
where ISIS is active.
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, which monitors the
conflict, said the Russians have
been extending the runway at the
military airport at Shaayrat, 40km
south-east of Homs city, and are
building another runway.
This indicates Moscow plans to

step up air strikes in the central region where ISIS is active. Kuwait’s
Al Rai daily reported that Moscow
wants its ally Iran, which has thousands of fighters from Hezbollah
and Shia militias made up of Iraqis,
Afghanis and Pakistanis in Syria
and led by senior Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps commanders
backing Assad, to take the ISIS-held
towns of Qaryatayn and Palmyra
that can threaten Shaayrat.

With Russians and
Iranians, as well as
Hezbollah battling
across Syria, the war
can only get more
complicated.
Russian officials said November
30th their top-line Su-34 fighters,
for the first time, carry air-to-air
missiles for self-defence after Turkish F-16s shot down an Su-24 for violating its airspace six days earlier.
Russia has also deployed its formidable S-400 air-defence system to
protect the Latakia base from possible Turkish, or even US, air attack
if the crisis deteriorates.
On November 17th, Russia called
in its strategic bomber force to
pound rebel strongpoints with
bombs and cruise missiles in longrange missions from southern Russia, in a significant military escalation. These have been augmented
by missile salvos from Russian warships in the eastern Mediterranean
and the Caspian Sea.
There was another strike on December 8th with at least two Kalibr
cruise missiles fired from the Kilo
class submarine Rostov-on-Don
in the Mediterranean against ISIS
targets in the Syrian city of Raqqa,
the first combat launch of cruise
missiles from a Russian submarine.
These weapons could be deployed
again if Russia maintains the increasingly hectic tempo of its air
war.
In recent weeks, Russia has more
than doubled its fleet of combat jets
to 70 and increased the number of
warships in the eastern Mediterra-

The Russian Navy large landing ship Yamal is escorted by a Turkish Coast Guard boat as it sets sail in
the Bosphorus, on its way to the Mediterranean Sea, in Istanbul, on December 9th.
nean from seven to ten, including
a cruiser armed with the S-400 and
capable of covering all of Syria.
According to US sources, Russia
has as many as 5,000 military personnel in Syria, more than double
the original deployment. Hundreds
of military advisers are reportedly
embedded with Syrian regime forces, and officials are talking about
an operation that could last years
rather than the few months cited in
September.
In recent days, Russian air strikes
have been expanded to the front in
southern Syria bordering Israel and
Jordan.
All of this suggests the Russians
will be supporting major regime
offensives in the coming days. It
means Russian President Vladimir
Putin, incensed by Turkey’s Novem-

ber 24th plane downing, is throwing his forces into ground combat,
reversing a pledge not to put boots
on the ground in Syria.
US President Barack Obama
seems to be doing the same thing,
deploying a 100-man special operations force in Iraq to operate inside
Syria to kill or capture ISIS leaders
and planners — reversing his muchcriticised policy of not committing
troops to another Middle East imbroglio.
In what appears to be an acknowledgement that the US-led campaign
of air strikes against ISIS, unleashed
in August 2014 after a jihadist blitzkrieg, cannot alone crush ISIS,
Obama’s new focus on ground forces “cracks open the door” for wider
US combat operations in Iraq and
Syria, as one senior US official told

NBC News on December 2nd.
With Russians and Iranians, as
well as Hezbollah and Tehran’s
international brigade of Shia mercenaries, battling across Syria, the
war can only get more complicated.
With the entry of British and
French strike jets triggered by the
November 13th ISIS slaughter in Paris and reports that the United States
is preparing an air base of its own at
Rimelan in north-eastern Syria as a
conduit for supplying Kurdish-led
rebel forces, the skies too are becoming increasingly perilous.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He
lives in Beirut.

In all the turmoil spare a thought for Syria’s victims
View poi nt

Michael
Young

I

t has been a few weeks
since the terrible Friday the
13th killings in Paris. Since
that time terrorist attacks
have taken place in Mali,
Tunisia and Bangladesh but
none provoked the same global
outrage as the attacks in France.
In the aftermath of the carnage
in Paris, some Lebanese went
onto social networks to complain.
They pointed out that a suicide
bombing in Beirut only one day
earlier, in which dozens of people
were killed, had failed to elicit
similar solidarity from the world.
Others spoke of a double standard
in the subdued reaction to the
downing of a Russian airliner over
Sinai.
There was something unbecoming in all this, a way of demanding
attention at a time of tragedy. But
there was something true in it as
well. People around the world will
always react to a bloodbath in a
great Western capital differently
than to one in countries about
which they know little, where
political violence is endemic and
whose values they perceive as
alien to theirs.
Such indifference is, alas, wide-

The West failed in largely
abandoning the R2P norm
in Syria.

spread. For instance, very few
people in the West — or Lebanon,
Mali and Bangladesh — paid any
attention to the genocide in Rwanda in 1994, which killed between
500,000 and 1 million people. All
men may be equal but all victims
certainly are not and the shabby
reaction all around to the refugees
from Syria is further confirmation
of this.
What matters is not the publicity surrounding a terrorist attack,
or whether individuals suddenly
clamour “I am Beirut” or “I am
Tunisia” but whether there is
a global sense of shared values
around which all people can rally
and express their outrage and
commonality. For now, that is
largely absent.
It is hard to recall that the 1990s
was a decade in which the ideals
of humanitarian intervention were
welcomed. So much so that after
the Rwandan genocide and the
massacre in the Bosnian Muslim
town of Srebrenica in 1995, the
United Nations began pushing
for adoption of an international
norm, that of a Responsibility to
Protect, to defend victims of war
crimes, genocide, ethnic cleansing
and crimes against humanity.
It was the Responsibility to Protect, or R2P, that facilitated NATO
intervention in Kosovo in 1999,
to assist ethnic Albanians facing
the abuses carried out by Serbian
security forces. A similar rationale led to Western intervention
in Libya in 2011, precipitating the
overthrow of Muammar Qaddafi’s
regime.
The ensuing chaos in Libya did

much damage to R2P, showing
that it was not enough to shield
civilians; what was needed was
also a smooth post-war transition
in order to stabilise countries. In
other words, for R2P to be successful it frequently had to be
accompanied by a major project of
nation-building.
Yet the Iraq war of 2003 largely
discredited nation-building. That
is why President Barack Obama’s
administration and most European governments were so reluctant
to engage in Syria, fearing it would
entail a monumental international
effort, when they were facing
financial crises and their societies
were turning inward.
This alignment of factors meant
that the suffering in Syria for a
long time disappeared under the
Western radar. Hundreds of thousands of people have been killed
in one of the most savage wars in
the modern Middle East, which
has had its share of conflicts. Yet
until Syrian refugees ended up on
Europe’s doorstep last summer, it
was a conflict towards which most
Europeans were apathetic, one
that seemed far away.
Now Europe knows otherwise.
The impact of the Syrian chaos
is being felt in the streets of its
major cities. In other words, while
reacting in solidarity with the
victims of terrorism is laudable, it
seems strangely insufficient when
unaccompanied by solidarity with
the victims of the very conflicts
responsible for creating the extremists engaging in the terrorist
acts.
The problem is that Western

It is now
everybody’s
war, just as
the victims
in Paris,
Beirut,
Bamako,
Tunis, Dhaka
and above
all Syria are
everybody’s
victims.

societies have no appetite for
reinforcing an international order
based on rights, humanitarian values and respect for international
law. On the contrary, Europe and
the United States until recently
seemed detached from much of
the world, pursuing an ideal of
consumption and individualism in
isolation. Self-absorption is defensible but, in an integrated world,
problems elsewhere can quickly
become domestic ones.
Perhaps the Western failure to
grasp this is why the widespread
sympathy with the dead and
wounded in Paris disturbed people whose own dead and injured
had been disregarded. But if so,
the impulse was foolish. Whoever
seeks solidarity with the aim of
strengthening an international
order based on human rights
and humanitarian values cannot
legitimately denounce those who
identify with victims, even if the
victims are elsewhere.
The West failed in largely
abandoning the R2P norm in Syria.
However, having since struggled
with the consequences, attitudes
may be changing. No one can
casually say nowadays that Syria
is “somebody else’s civil war,” as
US President Barack Obama did in
2013. It is now everybody’s war,
just as the victims in Paris, Beirut,
Bamako, Tunis, Dhaka and above
all Syria are everybody’s victims.
Michael Young is a commentator
and analyst based in Beirut. He
is the author of The Ghosts of
Martyrs’ Square: An Eyewitness
Account of Lebanon’s Life Struggle.
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A migrant from Syria

Tribute

The mural homage to a migrant from Homs
Pierre Savary

Lille, France

B

ritish graffiti artist Banksy’s mural of late Apple
founder Steve Jobs as a
refugee on a wall in the
Calais migrant camp and
two other Banksy works in other
parts of the French city will be protected, local authorities said.
The Banksy mural, depicting a
life-size Jobs carrying a shoulder
bag and an early model Apple computer, was painted on a wall at the
entrance of the Calais camp, sur-

rounded by immigrants’ tents.
The mural pictures are posted on
Banksy’s website, http://banksy.
co.uk/.
Authorities in Calais said they
plan to shield the murals with glass
or transparent plastic panels.
“We found out about the presence of this artwork on (December
11th) and have decided to protect it,
so it is not damaged,” a Calais city
spokeswoman said.
Calais Mayor Natacha Bouchart
told local newspaper Nord Littoral
that the artwork is an opportunity
for Calais.
“It is very good and it has a message,” she said.

Banksy, whose identity has never
been confirmed, said in a rare statement to British media that Apple
only exists because US authorities
allowed in a young man from Homs,
Syria.

Apple only exists
because US
authorities allowed
in a young man from
Homs, Syria.
“We’re often led to believe migration is a drain on the country’s resources but Steve Jobs was the son
of a Syrian migrant,” said Banksy,

who is famous for painting ironic
murals in unexpected places.
Some 6,000 migrants fleeing war
and poverty in Africa and the Middle East live in a so-called “jungle”
of camps in Calais.
Some have tried repeatedly to
enter Britain by jumping onto lorries, hiding on trains and walking
through the tunnel under the English Channel in the search for better
lives.
In a second Banksy mural by the
Calais beach, a child looks towards
Britain through a telescope, with a
vulture perched on the telescope.
A third work in the city, close to
the immigration office, reproduces

a black-and-white version of The
Raft of the Medusa, a famous painting of shipwreck survivors by 19thcentury French painter Theodore
Gericault. It shows them on a raft
desperately waving to catch the attention of what looks like a modern
yacht on the horizon.
The Banksy website carries a photo of the mural with the subscription: We’re not all in the same boat.
In September, the artist said on
his website that timber and fixtures
from his temporary Dismaland
theme park in western England
would be used to build shelters for
migrants in Calais.
(Reuters)

A painting of the late Apple guru Steve Jobs by English graffiti artist Banksy on a wall at the entrance of the Calais refugee camp in France.

Murals of Homs

View poi nt

Stephen
Starr

T

he mural of Steve Jobs
in Calais, France, by
British artist Banksy
succinctly points out
what we’ve known for
generations: Migrants
can do great things when given a
chance.
Jobs’ biological father was Abdulfattah John Jandali from Homs,
Syria, who migrated to the United
States and is a vice-president of
Boomtown Hotel Casino in Reno,
Nevada.
Shortly after Jobs’ death in
October 2011, Jandali, now in his
80s, related how his “Syrian pride”
prevented him from contacting his
son before he died. Jandali at the
time said he didn’t know until just
a few years earlier that the baby he
and his ex-wife, Joanne Simpson,
gave up for adoption, had grown
up and help found Apple Incorporated.
Several well-known personalities, including the television

Jobs’ biological father was
Abdulfattah John Jandali
from Homs, Syria.

series Homeland’s Mandy Patinkin,
who recently helped children off
rubber boats in Lesbos, Greece,
have attempted to draw attention
to the Syria-fuelled refugee calamity. But the all-too-real murals of
violence on the walls and streets of
Homs have been all but forgotten.
Following a two-year siege that
ended in May 2014 and saw civilians and rebels in Homs’ Old City
forced to eat leaves for months,
the images of Syrian security forces and shabiha militias grudgingly
allowing half-starved children and
elderly men and women out of the
area are still haunting. Homs was
at the time a cauldron of despair, a
city in name only as suicide bombings killed hundreds of civilians in
government-controlled districts of
the city, fuelling sectarian anger.
Little has changed. When the
last of the opposition forces in
Homs surrendered the Waer
district as part of a truce agreement with the regime, families of
mostly Alawite men — supporters
of the Assad rule — taken hostage
by rebels held a protest demanding
their relatives be released by the
rebels.
In a display of just how intolerant the regime remains of any
and all dissent, a pro-government
journalist who photographed the

protest was detained for several
days. The rebels had, after four
years, finally gone but the mire of
repression that has ruled the city
since the early 1970s remains.
Depictions of the almost Hollywood-scale destroyed streetscapes
of Homs have been documented
by several outstanding Syrian artists and filmmakers over the last
few years. Tammam Azzam has
projected iconic and historic paintings onto its pulverised walls in
an attempt to draw attention and
establish some resonance with the
wider world. His work has tried to
frame what is happening in Homs
now with images that people
across the world could relate to.
But the destruction itself and
the efforts to draw attention to its
roots and scale by Banksy and others have been largely ignored.
For example, a film critic of
Britain’s the Guardian newspaper
wrote of how in Talal Derki’s acclaimed war documentary, Return
to Homs: “The director’s relentless, claustrophobic approach is
surely an accurate reflection of the
tragedy itself”, after its screening
at the Sundance Film Festival in
January 2014.
Tellingly, he also lamented how
“rather depressingly, the press
and industry screening of Return

Migrants
can do
great
things
when given
a chance.

to Homs is attended by about 20
delegates in total, at least eight of
whom abscond before the closing
credits”.
What’s more, not a single major
US-based magazine or newspaper has taken the time to review
Return to Homs despite it winning
the prestigious Grand Jury Prize at
Sundance and other major awards.
In the United Kingdom it fared
little better. The outside world
wasn’t interested much in Homs
then and is even less so today.
Less than two years ago Homs
was a major coup for reporters
who braved kilometre-long tunnels and falling shells for access.
These days when the BBC goes
there, one of the very few major
outlets still devoting time and
money to covering the city, it attracts a tiny audience.
Unfortunately, what’s clear
today is that efforts by Banksy and
others to highlight how a son of
Homs can change the world only
go so far. The international apathy
towards Syria’s suffering seems to
have won out.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007-12.
He is the author of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising (Oxford
University Press, 2012).
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Blessed Mawlid,
Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year

T

hese are special days for major religious faiths. This year,
the calendar has worked so that Muslims and Christians
will mark their holidays on almost the same day. Muslims
will be celebrating al-Mawlid al-Nabawi, Prophet Mohammad’s birthday, on December 24th, just one day before
Christmas. Jews observed Hanukkah, the eight-day
Festival of Lights, December 6th-14th.

On these holidays and with the New Year approaching, humanity is
entitled to hope and can pray that 2016 will usher in a year of more
peace and less conflict.
For the Middle East and North Africa, 2015 was strewn with humanmade disasters, including wars, terrorist attacks and the mass tragedy
of displacement and migration.
After five years and 250,000 casualties, war in Syria still rages. A
monstrosity called the Islamic State (ISIS) still wreaks havoc in the
Levant and beyond. The Palestinians are no closer to achieving their
right to national independence.
But as 2015 comes to a close we can see a few glimmers of hope. A
group of civil society activists in an Arab country, Tunisia, received
the Nobel Peace Prize; Saudi women voted for the first time and no
fewer than 20 of them were elected to public office; Libyan belligerents have signed a peace agreement, bringing hope that peace will
return to that North African nation; a cease-fire was declared in
Yemen; and the international community is finally searching in
earnest for a negotiated settlement in Syria.
More importantly and despite all appearances, the bonds that bind
humanity are stronger than those forces that divide its peoples and
nations. The world can still rise to the challenge of agreeing on the
common good when the stakes are high. The accord on climate change
reached by the community of nations is the best expression of that
universal hope.
Despite the headline-grabbing violence committed by extremist
groups, Arab and Muslim societies remain overwhelmingly opposed
to the scourges of terror and extremism. The unfolding drama of
Middle East refugees crossing the Mediterranean to Europe has shown
the world to what degree international solidarity is stronger than the
forces that advocate for barriers and who use ethnic, cultural and
religious differences to divide populations into “us” and “them”.
Such barriers have not dissuaded the young people of Syria, Iraq
and Iran from seeking harbour in the West when trying to escape daily
despair. The collective yearning for better lives is what drives most
young people in the Arab world today, not hostility towards others.
The pyrrhic victories of political forces wishing to exploit fear and
prejudice to win votes in the West are only short lived.
At the end of 2015, we owe it to ourselves to keep hope alive. North
Africa and the Middle East can break the vicious circle of war and
misery. They can also contribute to the progress of humanity and that
of their own populations.
Our newspaper will not be published on December 25th or January
1st so our staff may enjoy the holiday season. Our next issue will be
published January 3rd.
To our readers, we would like to convey our most sincere best
wishes of a Blessed Mawlid, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
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Riyadh conference a
milestone for Syrian
opposition

T

he perennial question
regarding Syria
remains: Can the
Assad regime remain
in power? The answer,
which has also
remained the same since the start
Khairallah Khairallah
of the Syrian revolution more
than four years, is: The regime
that was established by Hafez
Assad and taken over by his son
Bashar is over. However, does this
spell the end of Syria as we know
it?
The Syrian people will be victorious over the regime — one way or
the other — but could this spell the
end of a unified Syria? This is the
biggest challenge facing Syrian opposition leaders who met in Riyadh
in mid-December. They must put
forward a united political and military front that can be an acceptable
alternative to the regime.
One of the most important developments that we have seen in Syria
is the trouble the Assad regime is
having replenishing its ranks. Military checkpoints have been set up
in government-controlled territory
in Damascus and elsewhere not to
look for rebels but, rather, to seek
young Syrian men who are absent
from their military service. Those
caught undergo a short training
period — perhaps a week or two —
before being sent to the front lines,
where many are killed.
Even with bombings by Syria’s
Russian ally, the Assad regime
lacks the raw numbers to push
back against the rebel groups and
take advantage of its aerial superiority. Assad needs at least 80,000
recruits to bolster his army’s ranks
and retake areas that have fallen
out of government control but
these new recruits are nowhere to
be found. Russia’s latest efforts to
bolster its Syrian ally will ultimately prove in vain.
Returning to the Riyadh meeting, we must first express thanks
to the efforts being undertaken by
Saudi Arabia to unify the Syrian
opposition ranks. There
is cautious optimism that
The greatest
these efforts will bear fruit,
bearing in mind the state
responsibility falls
of fragmentation and division that has historically
on the shoulders of
existed between the differSyrian opposition
ent rebel groups. One thing
that these various groups
groups.
can agree on is that Assad
and the Islamic State (ISIS)
are the enemy.
The Syrian opposition did well
in the Riyadh meeting to reconfirm
that Assad must leave power with
the start of any transition period.

They also agreed to form a joint
negotiating delegation and put in
place a path for a future independent, civil and pluralistic Syrian
state.
In what represented the first
meeting to bring together close to
100 different political and military
opposition groups, the Syrian opposition managed to emerge with
a realistic communiqué that put
forward a comprehensive consensus vision between the Westernbacked opposition, the Syrian
domestic opposition and “moderate” armed groups fighting on the
ground.
This confirmed that any negotiations with the Assad regime
would be based on the Geneva I
communiqué and related international resolutions and within a
UN-backed schedule. This communiqué provides a way out of this
crisis for all sides.
Will this be enough to resolve the
Syrian crisis, particularly when we
are faced with a US administration
that has no Middle East strategy in
general and no Syrian strategy in
particular?
Does the Assad regime believe
that it should leave today, rather
than tomorrow, because its remaining in power would destroy
what is left of Syria?
Have the Russians finally acknowledged that its defence of Assad is doomed to failure, especially
if Moscow has ambitions to export
Gulf gas to Europe via the Syrian
coast?
Has Iran acknowledged that its
objective to establish an Alawite
statelet like the Hezbollah ministate in Lebanon is an unachievable dream?
In any case, the greatest responsibility falls on the shoulders of
Syrian opposition groups. They
must meet the aspirations of the
Syrian people while dealing with
regional and international complications, particularly Russia and
Iran.
Much will depend on the ability
of the Syrian opposition to remain
united after the Riyadh conference.
The conference was a milestone
in the history of the Syrian opposition, particularly its ability to
emerge with concrete results. It is
imperative that the Syrian opposition continue in this vein.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer. The commentary
was translated and adapted
from the Arabic. It was originally
published in the London-based Al
Arab newspaper.
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A solution for Libya is urgently needed

T

he only commendable
point about the
international focus on
Libya is that it was
there at all. The Rome
talks, called by the
Americans and the Italians, to
Rashmee Roshan Lall
corral the fractious Libyan parties
into a deal of no return, underlined the world’s anxiety about
letting Libya continue as it has for
14 months — with two governments but not enough governance, leaderless, lawless and
liable to be controlled by one or
more terrorist groups.
However, anxiety cannot substitute for an astute plan. The Rome
deliberations revolve around a UN
deal for a unity government, which
would incorporate the opposing
parliaments in Tripoli and Tobruk.
Even though members of the rival administrations agreed in Tunis
on December 11th that the accord
would be signed, it is by no means
a done deal, leaving the international interlocutors in a situation
rather like Sisyphus, the mythic
king who was condemned to endlessly push an immense boulder up
a hill and helplessly watch it roll
back down.
Part of the reason is the sheer
chutzpah of forcing the leaders
of the General National Congress
(GNC) in Tripoli and the House of
Representatives (HoR) in Tobruk
to agree to something they have already rejected. Add to that the UN
and Western powers’ high-handed
dismissal of the alternative peace
plan proposed by delegates of both
bodies.
Finally, there is the impertinence
of proposing that Libya’s new unity
government be headed by the relatively little known Faiez al-Serraj,
a name floated by outsiders and
eliciting not even the two-and-ahalf cheers that might suggest he
would pass muster.
Even if all were to go as the United Nations planned,
it’s thought highly unThe only commendable likely that Serraj and
others in the proposed
point about the
nine-member presidential council would
international focus on
be able to take charge
Libya is that it was
from, in and of Tripoli
or, indeed, of much of
there at all.
the rest of the country.
The implications
are chilling and their
arc of influence extends
much beyond Libya. Not least in
neighbouring Tunisia, from where
hundreds of jihadis have answered

UN special envoy for Libya Martin Kobler (L), and European Union High Representative for Foreign
Affairs Federica Mogherini take part in an international conference on Libya, in Rome, on December
13th.
the call to arms in Libya. It must
be expected that they are planning
on crossing back to destabilise the
only success story of the “Arab
spring”.

Developments in
Libya threaten
the wider world.
But developments in Libya
threaten the wider world. Rewind
to 1996 and the pressure on Osama
bin Laden by Hassan al-Turabi to
leave Sudan. Bin Laden made a
tactical alliance with the newly
resurgent Taliban in Afghanistan,
receiving permission to set up
training camps in the east and,
even more crucially, a safe haven
for his men to rest between missions.
In his book Denial of Sanctuary: Understanding Terrorist Safe
Havens, Michael A. Innes offers
the following telling quote from
military analyst James Dunnigan:
“Bin Laden understood how effective a base was to the success of
a worldwide terrorism campaign
against the West.”

By 1998, bin Laden had organised a Muslim Foreign Legion of
sorts, made up of fighters from
around the world to help the
Taliban’s struggle in Afghanistan.
Innes writes that, by 2000, the
Taliban’s reclusive leader Mullah Omar increasingly listened to
bin Laden’s advice on the need to
extend the “revolution” beyond
Afghanistan. “Al-Qaeda ‘parasite’
was increasingly controlling the
actions of its ‘host’. Far from being
a state sponsor of terrorism, the
Taliban had become a state sponsored by terrorism,” Innes wrote
At the time, it was a first. Today,
there is a sense of déjà vu because
the world is already watching —
appalled but unable decisively to
act — something similar is happening in Syria and Iraq. Conflict and
a political vacuum in each country
have given the Islamic State (ISIS)
the space — and sanctuary — to establish not only a state sponsored
by terrorism but for terrorism.
However, this so-called caliphate may be only the beginning.
There are signs that ISIS is zooming in on Libya now that the skies
over Syria have filled with bomb-

ers from disparate countries.
Increasingly under pressure,
the extremist group is said to be
slowly moving its leaders and
foot soldiers to Libya. They go by
sea. ISIS’s Libyan wing, which is
close to the leadership, controls
Sirte, just 600 km from the Italian
island of Lampedusa. The Times
of London recently reported that
ISIS had seized control of Sabratha, a UNESCO World Heritage site
famed for its Roman treasures,
thereby moving within 80 km of
Tripoli.
Unlike bin Laden’s al-Qaeda in
Taliban-ruled Afghanistan, ISIS
would not need permission from
a “host” in Libya. There is no one
host and everyone has their price.
The Syrian question is undoubtedly urgent but the Libyan one
is arguably more so. Faux UNbrokered deals cannot dispel the
sense of a profound darkness just
over the horizon.

free elections as the uprising
unfolded he would have won
handsomely and the narrative of
today’s war would have been very
different indeed.

Tartus naval port is tenuous for
the reasons that it is leased from
the Syrian government, is very
small and is manned by just four
servicemen.
All this means that though
Assad may appear defiant and
confident when speaking with
the Times of London, his sponsors may be less inclined to keep
him in power than rhetoric from
Moscow and Tehran suggests.
The coming 12 months should tell
much about what regard Russia and Iran hold for Assad and
perhaps the bigger question going
forward is what Iran and Russia
will exact from the West in order
to part with Assad.
Can there be any future for
Assad? One thing the history of
the Assad dynasty tells us is that
when the international community thinks it is dead and buried,
such as after Syria’s military
withdrawal of Lebanon in 2005,
it held on and rebuilt its contact
base and web of influence across
the region.
Assad may have become the
press attaché rolled out to speak
to Chinese, Russian or Western
media as Iran and Russia do their
thing on the ground but he remains a formidable figure for proregime Syrians to rally around.

Rashmee Roshan Lall is an
itinerant commentator on world
affairs. Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.sa.

The future of Assad

S

yrian President Bashar
Assad may feel in
control. His press
department grants
interviews and access
to Damascus when he
wants and to whom he pleases.
He has Russian warplanes
bombing rebel groups, his
regime’s primary long-term
threat, in northern Syria.
The world’s gaze — and firepower — is zeroed in on Islamic
State (ISIS) jihadists. Assad has
Hezbollah and Iranian militias
fighting in his stead on the ground
and perhaps most importantly,
he remains tightly in control of
Damascus and the coastal regions.
Yet arguably his tenure has
never been so fragile.
When Russian President
Assad has Hezbollah Vladimir Putin and Iranian Supreme Leader Ali
and Iranian militias
Khamenei met weeks ago,
fighting in his stead Assad’s role going forward
was surely a topic of serion the ground.
ous discussion. They see
Assad as a pivotal link to
the Syrian people and a
bulwark against pro-Western elements in the Levant but
you could hardly imagine them
asking each other: “How can we
help President Assad?” More likely
the conversation went: “How can

Stephen Starr

Assad be of use to us?”
Residents of Damascus say
it has become a city of women
because all able-bodied men of
fighting age are in hiding for fear
of being forced into the military.
Iranian and Russian military officers see this and it hardly inspires
confidence in Assad’s actual
popularity. What is more, the idea
that Assad is telling Russia where,
when and how many warplanes
to unleash is so unlikely as to be
borderline preposterous.
A lot of this is Assad’s own fault.
His responsibility for how events
in Syria have turned out over the
past four-and-a-half years centres
on his position as the leader of the
state, and like any state anywhere
else in the world, the protection of
a country’s people and territories
begins and ends with the president.
As such, responsibility for the
physical destruction of Syria,
making millions of people homeless and the rise of extremists
must lie at his and his government’s door. Legitimate leaders
resign in the face of popular dissent of the scale of the 2011 uprising; Assad instead chose to resort
to shootings, torture, massacres
and air strikes against civilians.
Had Assad called for and allowed

Iran and Russia are
not fighting in Syria
to protect Assad;
they are in Syria to
further their own,
realpolitik-tinted
position in the
world.
It is important to remember
that, in the end, Iran and Russia
are not fighting in Syria to protect
Assad; they are in Syria to further
their own, realpolitik-tinted position in the world. For the Iranian
regime, the existential threat it
sees posed by Israel means that
securing Syria and Hezbollah
is vital; for Russia, in order to
maintain its relevance in the Middle East it must keep hold of its
naval base in the Syrian port city
of Tartus.
Furthermore, when the chips
are down, Iran still has Hezbollah
while Russia’s attachment to the
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Profile of a would-be suicide-bomber

Religion, poverty, depression and drugs all play a role
Omar Ibrahim

Tripoli, Lebanon

I

brahim al-Jamal is a 19-yearold member of a family of
ten, raised in Tripoli’s poor
neighbourhood of Qobbeh in
northern Lebanon. He is unemployed and an apparent drug
user. He was apprehended by “pure
chance” just before he was supposed to kill himself — and others —
by detonating an explosives-laden
belt strapped to his waist.
The would-be suicide bomber of
Tripoli was arrested on the eve of
twin suicide bombings that ripped
through the Shia neighbourhood
of Bourj el-Barajneh, in Hezbollah’s stronghold south of Beirut,
on November 12th, killing more
than 40 people. His arrest occurred
two days before the Paris attacks,
including two suicide explosions,
that claimed the lives of 130, triggering a global uproar against terrorism sponsored by the Islamic
State (ISIS).
Suicide bombing attacks have
become a weapon of choice among
terrorist groups because of their lethality and ability to cause mayhem
and fear. Many potential bombers
who are not known to be devout
Muslims come from aggrieved and
impoverished communities suffering from feelings of injustice and
desperation and from drug addiction.
“The feeling of being lesser human beings with no target in life and
no hope of improvement can drive
them to commit such acts,” social
expert Mona Fayyad said. “They
mostly come from oppressed and
marginalised environments, which
could be very poor. But definitely,
they are basically mental health
cases and vulnerable beings.”

Many terror groups
could be resorting to
drugs to recruit
desperate
youngsters.
Jamal’s father Faycal was in disbelief, saying: “I really don’t understand. My son was a normal
chap. Ibrahim is a blacksmith but
for some time now he has been
unemployed. A month ago, his uncles secured enough money to buy

tools to enable him to work on his
own and he was hoping to get some
work to help himself and help us.”
Shock and bewilderment gripped
Jamal’s family and neighbours
when they heard he was recruited
by ISIS and planned to use a suicide
bomb in Jabal Mohsen, an Alawite
neighbourhood adjacent to the
Sunni Qobbeh district. The family
lives on the demarcation line separating the two rival districts, which
from 2008-14 were locked in several rounds of fierce fighting pitting
pro-Syrian regime Alawite gunmen
against Sunni supporters of the Syrian rebellion.

Jamal’ was recruited
by ISIS and planned
to use a suicide
bomb in Jabal
Mohsen.
But Jamal never participated in
the fighting, was unknown to security force, not known to be a religious fanatic and had no criminal
record to arouse suspicion, which
makes his suicide mission even
more intriguing.
According to a relative who asked
to be identified as Mustafa, Jamal
could have been on drugs. “Ibrahim
is a poor and reckless young man.
He did not possess a penny and was
not a devout Muslim. He hardly
knew how to pray. But we heard
lately that he was doing drugs,”
Mustafa said.
“He did not take part in the fighting against Jabal Mohsen and he
probably did not know how to use
a weapon but we could see that his
financial situation had improved
lately although he had no job. We
don’t know where he got the money and then we heard that he was
apprehended on charges of planning to blow himself up.”
A security source who asked for
anonymity said Jamal’s arrest occurred by “pure chance” when a police patrol happened to be passing
in Qobbeh and stopped the young
man on a motorcycle to check his
papers. When he tried to escape,
police arrested him and discovered
the explosive belt.
“Ibrahim was not wanted by the
authorities and there was no arrest
warrant issued against him. He was
first reluctant to cooperate with
his interrogators and was not fully
conscious, probably due to drugs
he had taken. But after the attacks

File photo of supporters of Lebanon’s Sunni Muslim Salafist leader Ahmad al-Assir carrying the body
of a killed militant, at a funeral in Sidon.
in Bourj el-Barajneh, he confessed
that he had planned to blow himself up in Jabal Mohsen,” the source
said.
Jamal’s confessions led to the
arrest of 11 suspects linked to the
bombings in Bourj el-Barajneh and
the seizure of large quantities of
weapons and ammunition, including 250 kilograms of explosives,
500 detonators and bags containing metal balls that are placed in
explosive belts to cause maximum
casualties, in addition to wiring and
bombs.
His confessions came too late to
foil the Bourj el-Barajneh bombings. Jamal was reportedly heavily drugged, having consumed or
forced to consume “a big amount
of Captagon (an amphetamine-like
drug)”. Interrogators had to wait
three days until the drug effect
wore off.
The source pointed out that most
terror suspects arrested under a security plan enforced in Tripoli more
than a year ago were poor people
from underprivileged neighbourhoods and mostly unemployed.
“The majority were not known to

be religiously committed, which
raises many questions about the
causes behind their engagement,”
the source said. “Was it for financial
reasons or were they brainwashed
by fanatics or because they were
drug addicts?”
Though religion can play a vital role in recruiting and motivating potential suicide bombers, the
driving force is not religion but a
mixture of motivations, including
politics, depression, revenge, retaliation and poverty, according to
Muslim Sunni cleric Sheikh Nabil
Rahim.
The configuration of these motivations is related to the specific circumstances of the political conflict
behind the rise of suicide attacks in
different countries.
“Religion could be a motive for
some, in which they are brainwashed and convinced that their
act is a good deed that serves religion and would lead them to eternal happiness in paradise,” Rahim
said.
“Depression and hopelessness
fuelled by wars and injustices
sweeping many Muslim countries

in recent years is yet another main
motive,” he said, arguing that
scenes of violence and destruction
displayed extensively by the media have facilitated the process of
recruiting would-be suicide bombers, especially among the poor who
live in difficult security conditions
or those who have suffered from
conflicts.
Rahim noted that “retaliation
and reaction to injustices” was
found to be a main driving force behind recruiting bombers from middle and upper classes. “For instance
the perpetrators of the September
11th attacks had a good life but they
were religiously committed and
their act was in retaliation to events
in Palestine and US policies in certain Islamic countries.”
The cleric contended that many
terror groups could be resorting to
drugs to recruit desperate youngsters, as it turned out that “many
suicide bombers were on drugs and
did not have a clue about religion
and its teachings”.
Omar Ibrahim is a reporter based
in northern Lebanon.

Lebanon’s Sunni authority monitors sermons closely
The Arab Weekly staff

Beirut

D

ar al-Fatwa, the highest
religious authority for
Lebanon’s Sunni Muslims, has been closely
monitoring Friday sermons, hoping to restrain calls for
extremism at least in the mosques
it controls.
The move comes after the Future Movement and Hezbollah, the
country’s leading political groups
from Sunnis and Shias, respectively, started in December 2014 an almost bimonthly dialogue to avoid
sectarian tension, a source with the
authority said.

Dar al-Fatwa has
struggled to have
monopoly over
Sunni mosques.
Sunni Mufti Sheikh Abdel-Latif
Deiyan ordered the move to ensure
that no Friday prayer leader would
instigate against the Iranian-backed
Shia group.
Hezbollah has been working to

tone down criticism of the Future
Movement by clerics it backs.
“But in recent months, the mufti
got stricter in the measure, asking
clerics under Dar al-Fatwa’s authority to focus on Islam’s tolerant
teachings,” the source said.
He recalled videos aired on projihadist websites since late 2014 and
the actions of the Islamic State (ISIS)
since then. The threats include one
against Sheikh Hassan Merheb, assistant general inspector at Dar alFatwa.Merheb has long called for
about 80 mosques not under Dar
al-Fatwa’s remit to be moved under
its supervision “as long as they are
places where youth get their ideas
and convictions about Islam from”.
“The fact that many mosques are
not under Dar al-Fatwa’s authority is an old problem, dating back
to the early stages of the [1975-90
civil] war but some are being used
to spread diehard ideas, making
the problem even more worrying,”
the source said.
Dar al-Fatwa has struggled
to have monopoly over Sunni
mosques but authorities fear that
other religious groups authorised
to run mosques would urge followers to foil any decision in favour of
the top authority, a writer on Is-

A 2011 picture shows radical preacher Omar Bakri (R) holding a
special prayer for al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, at a mosque
in Tripoli, northern Lebanon. Bakri was arrested in Lebanon, in
May 2014, and later sentenced by a military court to 3 years in jail.
lamic thought close to the Future
Movement said.
The movement, which has always been on good terms with Dar

al-Fatwa, says seminars led by the
religious authority to disseminate
religious tolerance would eventually overcome extremist ideas if

not uproot them altogether, the
writer said, requesting anonymity.
“Lebanon’s Sunnis are generally
tolerant and not easily ready to uphold extremist ideas,” he said.
The Islamic Cultural Centre, established by Dar al-Fatwa in 1971,
has regular seminars focusing on
tolerant aspects of Islam. Centre
Chairman Omar Misseikeh said he
has been speeding up the organisation’s schedule of lectures and
preparing for publication of books
and studies about “Islam’s tolerant
ideas and tolerant past” in the coming year.
Dar al-Fatwa has admonished
many clerics for preaching tough
stances against Hezbollah, the
source at the authority said.
“Regarding instructions that sermons should denounce extremism,
we had a much easier job,” he said.
“Our clerics have always talked
about tolerance and it was easy to
have them continue to do the same
thing.”
“Some clerics who attacked Hezbollah did so for its political agenda, not for sectarian reasons. But in
general, almost all clerics on both
sides are now in favour of the dialogue” between the group and the
Future Movement.
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Turkish quarrel with Kurds
complicates Iraq situation
Harvey Morris

London

T

here have been tentative
signs that Turkey is trying
to back away from two potential conflicts largely of
its own creation that add
dangerous new complications to
the all-against-all Syrian war.
The first involves a confrontation with Moscow over Turkey’s
downing of a Russian warplane on
November 24th, while Ankara’s decision to send troops and tanks to a
training base near the Iraqi city of
Mosul, seized by the Islamic State
(ISIS) in June 2014, has provoked a
crisis with Baghdad.
The first incident, in which the
two-man crew of a Russian Su-24
fighter was said to have ignored
warnings that the plane was violating Turkish airspace, brought a new
element of uncertainty and potential international conflict related to
the Syrian crisis.

Turkey is widely
seen as having
actively or passively
facilitated the rise of
ISIS to further its
regional ambitions.
The risks were amply illustrated
December 13th when a Russian
destroyer fired a warning shot at
a Turkish fishing vessel in the Aegean Sea, ostensibly to avoid a
collision. Moscow summoned the
Turkish military attaché to protest
the “provocation”, while Turkey
accused Moscow of an exaggerated
reaction to the naval incident.
Turkey’s military deployment to
the Bashiqa base near Mosul, said to
be part of a training programme for
Kurdish and local Iraqi forces, was
denounced by the Shia-dominated
government in Baghdad, whose
permission had not been sought. It

submitted a complaint to the United
Nations demanding a Turkish withdrawal.
Shia militia commander Hadi alAmeri warned somewhat less diplomatically that: “The Iraqi popular and security forces can raze the
Turkish troops from the face of the
Earth completely.”
Although Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said on December 11th that Turkey would not
withdraw the troops, by December
14th some units were reported to
have been transferred to the semiautonomous territory of the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) in
northern Iraq.
That might amount to a first step
towards easing tensions with Baghdad and it followed talks in Ankara
several days earlier between Erdogan and Masoud Barzani, the KRG
president.
The crises provoked confrontational rhetoric from all sides, including from Russian President
Vladimir Putin, who warned that
Moscow will never forget or forgive
the downing of its jet, with the loss
of one of the crewmen.
Away from the twin crises, however, officials met in apparent attempts to cool tensions. At a conference in Turkmenistan to mark that
country’s 20-year policy of neutrality, Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu and Valentina Matviyenko, chairwoman of the Russian
Federation Council, met for an unscheduled exchange.
Matviyenko said she had no prior
plans to meet Cavusoglu but had
been approached by him. She gave
no details of the exchange but reiterated Russia’s demand that Turkey
apologise for downing the Su-24.
Also on the margins of the conference, Iranian First Vice-President
Eshaq Jahangiri had a meeting
with Erdogan that focused on the
rift with Russia. “We’re worried
about the tension created in relations between Turkey and Russia
and… We’re ready to help ease the

tension,” Jahangiri said, noting that
he urged Turkey to cooperate in the
fight against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Erdogan, in remarks on his flight
home from Turkmenistan, failed to
offer the apology demanded by the
Russians but he did say that what
he termed “a pilot’s mistake” must
not be allowed to damage TurkishRussian ties.
“It is the (Russian) pilots who
were negligent and did not hear the
warnings,” he said in a remark that
seemed aimed at drawing a line under the incident by reducing it to
a case of pilot error, although that
was unlikely to satisfy Moscow.

The Syrian Kurds are
hugely popular in
Iraqi Kurdistan.
Turkey’s disputes with Moscow
and Baghdad further increase the
perception that major players in the
regional conflict — in which all sides
are ostensibly focused on crushing
ISIS — are more committed to confronting each other than the common enemy.
Turkey is widely seen as having
actively or passively facilitated the
rise of ISIS to further its regional
ambitions. Baghdad and its Iranian
backers view Turkey’s “incursion”
into northern Iraq not as an extension of the anti-ISIS coalition but as
a Turkish attempt to establish control in Sunni Arab areas.
The KRG is once again caught in
the middle. It has become increasingly dependent on its relationship
with Ankara during its current economic downturn but, for domestic
reasons, Barzani cannot afford to
be too closely wedded to Turkish
policy.
Turkey appears more committed
to attacking its internal enemies in
the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
and its offshoot, the Syrian People’s
Protection Units (YPG) militias,
than it is in confronting ISIS. The
Syrian Kurds are hugely popular in

Iraqi demonstrators gather in the southern city of Basra on December
12th, to demand the withdrawal of Turkish forces from Iraq.
Iraqi Kurdistan.
Barzani wants greater Turkish
cooperation in the KRG’s own disputes with Baghdad on oil and other issues. But he would also like to
help revive the collapsed peace process between Ankara and the PKK.
He certainly has no interest in a
breakdown in relations between
Ankara and Baghdad. Although little of substance emerged publicly

from the talks, it is likely Barzani
encouraged his Turkish counterparts to back away from the spat
with Baghdad.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.

Sinjar rises from the dead but future in doubt
Sameer Yousif

Erbil

S

injar is divided into two
parts, both dismal with little hope for a better future
for its Yazidi minority population of nearly 100,000
people who have inhabited the area
since the 12th century.
One part, estimated by Iraqi Yazidi inhabitants at 40%, is controlled
by Islamic State (ISIS) militants,
who suddenly captured Sinjar in
August 2014 and committed atrocities there, including raping and enslaving women and children.
The remainder was recaptured by
peshmerga and Yazidi forces on November 13th.
There, mass graves holding dozens of bodies, mostly women, have
been unearthed. Houses and government offices have been either
demolished or planted with explosives. Some homes are marked as
belonging to Sunni Muslims and
are being looted and torched. And
streets are filled with landmines
that ISIS left behind.
Following a three-day aerial US
attack that provided cover for advancing peshmerga and Yazidi
forces on the ground, nearly every
home in Sinjar’s recaptured areas
had been damaged, roads pockmarked with craters and power
lines criss-crossed rubble like fallen
spider webs.
“People are living in fear, the fear
of the unknown,” a Yazidi politician,
insisting on anonymity because of
safety concerns, said

Yazidi drivers in vehicles after looting the area of Sinjar, Iraq, in
November.
“Sinjar is home to various ethnic groups, each now fears revenge
from the other,” the politician added in a telephone interview after
visiting the recaptured part of the
city. Sinjar’s population is mainly
Yazidi, with smaller Arab and Assyrian communities.
Iraqi TV stations have been broadcasting footage of Yazidis looting and burning scores of houses
marked with the Arabic letter س, (S),
pointing to its Sunni inhabitants.
In some footage, looters said they
were getting revenge from Sunnis,
whom they accused of collaborating
with ISIS by pointing out Yazidis to
the militants.
Yazidi activist Shirzad Khalil
confirmed the looting to The Arab
Weekly. “I can’t deny that there

were such actions, yet they are very
few,” said the activist, one of many
Yazidis who returned to Sinjar to inspect the remains of their destroyed
property but decided to stay away
until it is safer to move back in.
“Not many Yazidi families are
back to live in Sinjar,” he said. “Almost all houses are destroyed and
there are others which ISIS planted
with explosives.”
He said ISIS demolished the
mosques of the rival Shia sect in
Sinjar. However, Khalil dismissed
Iraqi media reports that the main
al-Rahman and two other mosques
frequented by Sunni Muslims were
damaged by angry Yazidis. “They’re
intact and guarded by Yazidi fighters,” he said.
Khalil and other Yazidis said

about 40% of the city remains under ISIS control. “The remainder of
the city will be liberated when the
battle to recapture Mosul starts,”
Khalil said, noting that is analysis is
based on information from Iraqi officials and peshmerga forces.
Mosul is Iraq’s second largest city
to the east, which is linked to Raqqa,
ISIS’s de facto capital in Syria, to the
west through a passage, known as
Highway 47. The route, which cuts
across Sinjar, had served as a main
supply line for ISIS.
Iraqi officials, meanwhile, announced that a handful of mass
graves were discovered near Sinjar
containing the remains of hundreds
of the slain Yazidi men and women.
The officials said the graves were
unearthed days after Sinjar was recaptured.
Yazidi fighter Khudr Ali said he
saw in one of the graves “80 bodies,
most of them belonged to women.
They could be the old people who
remained behind when ISIS invaded the area in August 2014.”
“Another 110 bodies were found
in a separate mass grave near Kojo
village, where ISIS committed massacres,” Ali said, referring to an area
where the militants had purportedly killed tens of people who refused
to convert to Islam.
Ali reported “difficulties” digging
another mass grave, about 10 km
west of Sinjar, where ISIS is suspected of having planted improvised explosive devices.
A witness who visited Sinjar recently said tunnels were discovered
under the city. He said it was widely
believed there that ISIS had used
the tunnels to avoid aerial bombing.

Sinjar had come to define the
war for northern Iraq since ISIS
seized it and ultimately ruled it for
15 months. The militants killed, enslaved or kidnapped thousands of
Yazidis, including women and children.
About 50,000 others fled but
were trapped on Mount Sinjar above
the city without food or water for
days until they were rescued by Syrian Kurdish forces. ISIS con
siders
Yazidis infidels who should convert
to Islam or be killed.

Looters said they
were getting revenge
from Sunnis, whom
they accused of
collaborating with
ISIS by pointing out
Yazidis.
Sinjar’s fall not only laid bare
ISIS’s depravity but also exposed
the shortcomings of the Kurdish
forces, who had been tasked with
protecting the city but retreated as
danger neared.
War intricacies aside, ISIS’s occupation of Sinjar had scattered across
the plains of the northern Iraqi Nineveh province in the Mount Sinjar
areas minorities that had coexisted
since the dawn of civilisation. But
clearly they could not bear the
thought of living under the invading militants.
Sameer Yousif, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is a contributor
for The Arab Weekly from northern
Iraq.
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Controversy over Coptic pope’s visit to Jerusalem
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

C

optic Orthodox Pope
Tawadros II’s visit to Jerusalem, where he attended the funeral of the
archbishop of the city,
has become a controversial point
with some saying the trip was tactic normalisation of relations with
Israel while others see it as support
for Palestinians.
Pope Tawadros went to Jerusalem for the funeral of Archbishop
Anba Abraham, who died November 25th at age 72. While the Coptic
church said the trip was solely to
pay respects to the archbishop, a
possible underlying message was
seen by many Egyptians.
“The visit amounts to a normalisation of relations with Israel,” said
Amin Iskandar, a leading Christian
activist. “Such a visit will deal a serious blow to the Palestinian struggle in general.”
The fear in nationalist circles
in Egypt is that Tawadros’s visit
to Jerusalem would encourage
Egypt’s Christians, about 10% of
the country’s population, to follow suit. That, nationalists and
anti-normalisation activists claim,
would benefit the Israeli economy
and do nothing to aid the Palestinian struggle.

Pope Tawadros II is
the first Coptic pope
to visit Jerusalem in
about 35 years.
Egypt in 1979 became the first
Arab country to sign a peace treaty
with Israel but the peace is anything but warm. Egyptian professional unions, public federations
and religious institutions ban relations with the Jewish state and
any steps towards normalisation in
general.
In 2012, a visit to Jerusalem by
Egyptian Mufti Sheikh Ali Gomaa

caused controversy. A few years
earlier, the Grand Imam of al-Azhar
Sheikh Mohamed Sayed Tantawi
was strongly criticised when he
shook hands with Israeli president
Shimon Peres in New York.
The Coptic pope’s visit to Jerusalem is also leading to criticism.
Leftist and nationalist parties issued statements against the visit
and accused Tawadros of ignoring
church tradition against the normalisation of relations with Israel.

Egyptian
professional unions,
public federations
and religious
institutions ban
relations with the
Jewish state
The church says, however, that
Tawadros was in Jerusalem for
solely a humane reason, the funeral of Anba Abraham. According to
Coptic Church tradition, the archbishop of Jerusalem is regarded as
the second most central figure in
the church.
Pope Tawadros II is the first Coptic pope to visit Jerusalem in about
35 years. His predecessor, Pope
Shenouda III, refused to travel to
the city, insisting he would visit it
with the grand imam of al-Azhar if
it was liberated from Israeli occupation.
Shenouda also threatened to
banish Copts from the church if
they made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
It is unclear whether Tawadros’s
Jerusalem visit would lead to reconsideration of the church’s position on Jerusalem regarding
pilgrimages. Some people say the
church should allow visits to the
old city, especially if such journeys
benefit Palestinians.
“Some people die to see the sites
of the city — some of them are
1,600 years old — and be there,”
Kamal Zakhir, a Christian thinker,
said. “Copts will not be normalis-

The leader of Egypt’s Coptic Orthodox Church Pope Tawadros II walks outside the Church of Holy
Sepulcher in Jerusalem, on November 28th.
ing relations with Israel if they visit
Jerusalem.”
Zakhir is one of several Christians calling for change. He argued
that a prisoner — the Palestinians in
this analogy — should not be abandoned by his family, only because
the relatives do not want to see the
man jailed.
Palestinians living in Jerusalem
have called on fellow Arabs to visit
the old city to boost the Palestinian
economy, accentuate Arab presence in it and not leave them alone
to face the Israeli occupation.

Mahmoud al-Habash, an adviser
to Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas, said Palestinians badly
needed Tawadros’s visit. He said
the trip was a form of communication with Palestinians who continue to suffer under Israeli occupation.
Nevertheless, there are fears
inside the church of a backlash
against the visit.
Zakhir says attacks about the
visit are based on political, not religious reasons or feelings. Islamists,
he said, are behind much of the

criticism because Pope Tawadros
supported the June 2013 revolution
that ousted Muslim Brotherhoodaffiliated president Muhammad
Morsi.
“So, in criticising and defaming
the pope, these people are criticising and defaming the revolution,”
he said. “It is not the church that is
meant for this criticism, in fact, but
the revolution itself.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

International support for Egypt’s war on terror

Election to lead UN counterterrorism committee reflects backing in crucial fight
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

he UN Security Council unanimously elected
Egypt to lead the UN
Counterterrorism Committee. The selection
reflects the fact that Egypt is seen
as a victim of and an important
fighter against terrorism and that
it remains a pivotal country in the
region.
The committee is tasked with
developing counterterrorism strategies and ensuring that states implement UN Security Council resolutions dealing with terrorism.
Egypt’s accession to head the
counterterrorism committee comes
two months after it was elected to
a seat on the Security Council from
January 2016 to December 2017, the
fifth time it joined the council since
the United Nations’ founding.
Egyptian officials hailed these
achievements at a time when the
news coming out of their country
has not been positive.
Over the past few months, Egypt
has had to cope with the fallout
from the bombing of a Russian airliner over the Sinai peninsula that
killed 224 people. The incident,
which probably was the result of a
bomb planted aboard the aircraft,
led to a massive evacuation of Russian, British and other European
tourists from the Sharm el-Sheikh
area in southern Sinai and was a
huge blow to the Egyptian tourism
industry.

Egyptian President Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, (C) listens to Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry during the 70th session of the United
Nations General Assembly at UN Headquarters, last September.
Egypt has also been criticised by
international human rights groups
for the detention of journalists and
bloggers who have either been critical of the government or have printed stories not to the government’s
liking. In addition, the turnout for
the country’s recent parliamentary
elections was low, a reflection of
political apathy among many Egyptians and a sense that their votes
have little influence in the wake of
ongoing terrorist incidents, lackluster economic growth and the return
of old elites to parliament.
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi

and Egyptian diplomats have been
active shoring up Egypt’s relations
with a number of countries. Although Egypt initially denied a terrorist connection to the downing of
the Russian airliner, Sisi has come
around and asked for international
help.
During a November 5th news
conference in London, Sisi and
British Prime Minister David Cameron talked about their cooperation against terrorism. Cameron
said: “We will continue our close
security cooperation [with Egypt],
including tackling the scourge of

violent Islamist extremism… We’re
committed to working together…
to meet all concerns about the security of the [Sharm el-Sheikh] airport.”
Sisi said: “We are completely
ready to cooperate with all our
friends to make sure that the security measures taken at our airports
provide the safety and security
needed” for people to visit Egypt.
Sisi added that “the world needs
now more than ever to unify peoples and cultures against the ideas
and rhetoric of bigotry, extremism,
hate, and denial of the other, [as
these are] the ingredients of a fertile soil of terrorism, detrimental
as it is to the pillars and values of
societies”.
On the sidelines of the international climate conference in Paris,
Sisi met with French President
François Hollande, who praised
Egypt’s support for France in the
fight against terrorism. Sisi also
met with French Defence Minister
Jean-Yves Le Drian about increasing cooperation in the fight against
the Islamic State (ISIS) and terrorism in Africa.
The Obama administration has
assured Egypt of continued US
military and security cooperation.
On October 29th, US Ambassador
in Cairo R. Stephen Beecroft called
the delivery of four F-16 fighter jets
to Egypt “another step forward in
US-Egyptian cooperation on fighting terror, bringing stability to the
region and strengthening our historic relationship”.
But this international support
does not mean that concern over

human rights violations has waned.
US Senator John McCain, R-Ariz.,
the chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said recently:
“I worry when [Egyptian authorities] arrest people for no good reason, when they have 40,000 or so
people in prison and there’s clearly
been an abridgement of various
freedoms, such as the press and
others.”

Sisi is counting on
this support not only
to help Egypt’s own
terrorism problem
but also to counter
terrorism in the
region.
Yet
McCain
acknowledged
Egypt’s cooperation as a reliable
ally in a troublesome region: “Their
military is good [and] a lot of it has
to do with our support.”
Sisi is counting on this support
not only to help Egypt’s own terrorism problem but also to counter
terrorism in the region.
The unanimous vote for Egypt
as chair of the UN Counterterrorism Committee indicates that it has
many friends who want it to succeed and see it as a valuable partner.
Gregory Aftandilian is an
associate of the Middle East
Center at the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell and is
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Public concern in Egypt over police brutality
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

he recent death of a pharmacist in Ismailia province after alleged torture
by police brings to mind
an activist who was tortured in police custody and whose
death incited the 2011 revolution.
The 47-year-old pharmacist was
at his drug store when a police officer reportedly entered, searched
the store, slapped the pharmacist
and took him into custody. About
an hour later, the man, a cardiac patient, had died.
Three other Egyptians died the
same week, alleged victims of torture in police stations.
On December 12th, two police officers were sentenced to five years
in jail by an Egyptian court for torturing a lawyer to death in February. Karim Hamdy, 27, had been
arrested on charges of taking part
in anti-government protests organised by the Muslim Brotherhood.
He died two days after his arrest after sustaining fractures to the ribs,
bruises and bleeding in the chest
and head, the initial forensic report
showed.

Nine police officers
accused of
responsibility for
the man’s death
were arrested
December 4th.
“Torture has not stopped for a
day inside police stations,” rights
advocate Negad el-Borae said.
“Such torture will not stop in the
absence of a political will.”
In 2010, the death of activist
Khaled Saeed in Alexandria triggered a nationwide uproar and a
revolution. Photos of Saeed’s badly
injured face were widely circulated
on social media and displayed the
severity of violence to which he
was subjected.
The scenario seems to be repeating itself. Increased allegations of
police torture prompted Egyptian

President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi to
pledge to punish those who commit
“mistakes”.
“When someone makes a mistake, we will punish him,” Sisi said
on December 3rd while visiting the
Police Academy on the outskirts
of Cairo. “This is something we all
must pay attention to.”
Nevertheless, he noted that “isolated incidents” should not and do
not reflect on the conduct of the
whole police force.

Deteriorating
conditions inside
police stations and
jails are inviting
attention, inside and
outside the country.
Deteriorating conditions inside
police stations and jails are inviting
attention, inside and outside the
country.
The father of a woman who recently accused a policeman of beating her to extract confessions about
stolen jewellery, described the police station where his daughter was
interrogated as a “slaughterhouse”.
Anti-police brutality websites
and internet pages are bursting
with photos and videos of citizens
who were allegedly tortured at police stations.
Rampant reports about alleged
torture are being used against Sisi
in the run-up to protests on January 25th, usually Police Day. AntiSisi activists called for major protests against, among other things,
the abuses by the nation’s police.
When they descended on the
streets on January 25, 2011, demonstrators wanted to protest the brutality of the country’s police and
deteriorating human rights conditions.
Egyptian Interior Minister Magdy
Abdel Ghaffar denied the presence
of systematic torture in police stations. He said officers who commit
violations were usually brought to
account and he vowed to apologise
if violations were confirmed.
A columnist recently accused
police of “conspiring” to bring Sisi
down.

Riot police detain an anti-government protester during a demonstration in downtown Cairo, last
January.
Security experts say Egypt faces
the challenge of striking a balance
between fighting terrorism and
protecting human rights. Egypt has
seen a surge in terrorist attacks, often targeting police, soldiers and
judges.
Hundreds of police and troops
have been killed by terrorists in
the Sinai peninsula, where a homegrown group that has recently
sworn allegiance to the Islamic
State (ISIS) is active and in provinces where “lone-wolf” operatives
have attacked security forces.
On November 28th, gunmen
killed four officers at a police post
in south-western Cairo. Five days

earlier, several people were killed
in North Sinai when terrorists
drove a booby-trapped car into a
hotel, where judges overseeing the
second phase of Egypt’s parliamentary vote, were staying.
Retired police lieutenant Ehab
Youssef said most police officers
work 16 hours a day.
“They [police officers] are under this continual psychological
pressure,” Youssef said. “Sometimes policemen cannot restrain
themselves when they also have to
counter this surge in terrorist activities.”
However, most of the victims
subjected to police brutality have

nothing to do with terrorism.
The officer who arrested the
pharmacist had harassed him for
a year to please the landlord who
wanted the drug store closed, the
pharmacist’s family said.
The victim did not have a gun
or a bomb at the time of his arrest,
according to news reports. He was
at a café when an officer took him
away in a police car. When he arrived at a hospital an hour later,
there were marks of physical torture on his body, reports said. He
died at the hospital.
Nine police officers accused of
responsibility for the man’s death
were arrested December 4th.

Egypt-Russia ties set to grow despite plane crash
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he bombing of a Russian
passenger plane over Sinai shortly after take off
from Sharm el-Sheikh
was probably meant to
ruin growing Egyptian-Russian relations but it appears the attack will
strengthen bonds, analysts said.
The October 31st plane crash,
which killed 224 people, filled the
Russian leadership with certainty
that the terrorist tide Egypt had
been battling for almost two years
in Sinai was a national security issue for it, too.
“This is why I strongly believe
that the plane bombing will open
the door for more cooperation with
Russia,” political analyst Nabil Zaki
said. “Russia strives to ensure that
its citizens will not be hurt by rampant terrorism in other parts of the
world and also keep this terrorism
away from its own borders.”
Keeping terrorism from its own
borders was apparently one reason
Russia is bombing positions of the
Islamic State (ISIS) in Syria.
Moscow estimates the number
of Russians within the ranks of
ISIS in Syria at 4,000. It says it does
not want these nationals to return
home and put Russian national security in jeopardy.
The plane explosion dealt a serious blow to Egypt’s tourism industry, especially after Russia and
Britain suspended flights to Sharm

el-Sheikh and evacuated tens of
thousands of tourists from the Red
Sea resort.
Nevertheless, Moscow cannot,
analysts such as Zaki say, leave
Egypt alone as it battles Sinai’s militants who are fighting a war of attrition against Egypt’s military and
police.
The militants have killed scores
of Egyptian troops and police in Sinai, using techniques including co-

ordinated attacks on security posts
to planting explosives on roads.
On November 23rd, a group of
Sinai suicide bombers slammed a
car loaded with explosives into a
hotel in the north Sinai city al-Arish
where dozens of judges overseeing
the parliamentary vote were gathered. Several judges and police officers were killed.
Here is, observers say, exactly
where Cairo needs Russia. Egypt’s

Egyptian police and emergency personnel carry a body on a
stretcher at the site where masked gunmen shot dead four
Egyptian policemen south of the capital Cairo, on November 28th.

powerful military, which is new to
guerrilla warfare tactics, needs Russian space technology to determine
the locations of militants and militant activities in Sinai.
“Russia can provide Egypt with
satellite images,” security expert
Khaled Okasha said. “It can also offer training to Egyptian commandos and antiterrorism troops.”
Egypt is reported to be planning
to purchase Russian air defence
systems, fighter jets and attack
helicopters. It has signed a deal to
buy two France-made helicopter
carriers. Russia pledged to provide
Egypt with equipment necessary
for the carriers.
But Sinai is not the only spot
where Egypt needs Russia. Cairo
has expressed repeated concerns
over growing militant activities in
neighbouring Libya, which is gradually falling into ISIS’s lap.
Libya, Okasha and other experts
say, is a matter of national security
for Egypt, which says arms from the
neighbouring country end up with
militants in Sinai or in the western
border region.
According to media reports,
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi has been trying to draw up a
new coalition with European states
overlooking the Mediterranean,
such as France, Italy, Spain and
Greece against growing ISIS presence in Libya.
Egypt has also been trying to cancel a previous UN Security Council ban on arms supplies to Libya’s
army so that this army can eradicate ISIS. Okasha said Russia, a per-

manent Security Council member,
could help.
“Russia is a very important player
in the Security Council,” he said. “It
can change a lot of things if it teams
up with Egypt and other like-minded states.”
But all this does not seem to be
mere wishful thinking coming out
of Cairo.

Egypt’s powerful
military needs
Russian space
technology to
determine the
locations of
militants.
Russian Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu was in Cairo on November
24th to deliver the message that
Moscow was ready for close cooperation with Egypt to fight ISIS in
Sinai, describing the country as a
“strategic partner”.
About two weeks earlier, Russian President Vladimir Putin said
his priority was to protect Russian
citizens living abroad, regardless of
where they are.
“People who are not in Russia
due to various reasons should be
firmly sure: We will always protect
your interests,” Putin said at the
fifth World Congress of Compatriots in Moscow.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab
Weekly.
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Christmas spirit subdued but alive in Arab world

Children pose with a man dressed as Santa Claus in front of a giant Christmas tree outside the Al-Amin mosque in the capital Beirut.

Samar Kadi, Jamal J. Halaby
and Amr Emam

Beirut

W

hile radical Islamic
militants destroyed
churches, the latest in Yemen in December, Christian
minorities in the Middle East prepared for Christmas celebrations,
which are shared by Muslims
communities in some countries,
including Lebanon, Egypt and Jordan.
Christmas is one of the most celebrated holidays of the year in Lebanon. It is such a special time that

religious and political divisions are
set aside and nearly everyone embraces the Christmas spirit.
Economic duress, volatile security and political instability that
gripped the country for years do
not hinder Christmas manifestations. Ornate Christmas trees,
flickering lights and crèche scenes
can be seen in windows, on the
street, public places and roundabouts in Beirut and other cities.
Although it is home to practitioners of 18 different sects, with
30% Christians, and a turbulent
history stemming from religious
differences, the Christmas spirit in
Lebanon is alive across the country, no matter the family’s religious
background.

“I have put up the Christmas
tree, which I hope will be covered
with lots of gifts. It will be such
a big joy for my 18-month-old
daughter, who will have her first
real Christmas,” said Rana Habib, a
Sunni Muslim housewife.
Christian and Muslim children
in Lebanon alike impatiently await
a visit from Santa Claus. It is a time
of joy for all. “Our Lady Mariam
(Mary) and Prophet Isa (Jesus) are
venerated in the Holy Quran. It is a
good reason for us Muslims to celebrate Christmas,” Habib said.
Kamal Zaidan’s two daughters
insist on renovating the Christmas tree’s decorations every year.
“They put up the tree early in December and spend the day deco-

Christmas and al-Mawlid
celebrations establish bridges of joy
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

n a rare coincidence that occurs
once in centuries, Muslims and
Christians around the world
will be marking the birth of the
founders of their faiths at the
same time. Prophet Mohammad’s
birthday, or al-Mawlid al Nabawi,
falls on December 24th, the day before Christmas, which marks Jesus’s
birth.
The two occasions coincide while
rampant Islamophobia has been
sweeping mainly Christian Europe
and the United States following
bloody terror attacks in Paris and
California. It also comes at a time,
al-Qaeda-inspired Islamic groups
and the Islamic State in Iraq and
Syria (ISIS) have been persecuting
Christian minorities, forcing many
to flee and voiding the region of the
descendants of the oldest communities in Christianity.
While Christmas Day is fixed as

December 25th on the Gregorian
calendar, al-Mawlid is the 12th of
Rabi’ al-Awwal, the third month in
the Islamic calendar. The coinciding date on the Gregorian calendar
varies from year to year, since the
Gregorian calendar is a solar calendar and the Islamic calendar is
lunar. In the Gregorian calendar, alMawlid shifts approximately 11 days
each year.

It is a time of
goodness and a
divine message of
mercy to all people.
Al-Mawlid may also vary from
country to country depending on
the sighting of the lunar crescent,
which marks the beginning of the
lunar month. In Lebanon, al-Mawlid
will be celebrated December 23rd.
“It is a time of goodness and a
divine message of mercy to all people... And mercy is what we need
the most in our country and our
region,” said Omar Misseikeh, the

head of the Islamic Cultural Centre
in Beirut.
“It could also be a sign to all
(Christians and Muslims) to return
to God’s teachings and the divine
principles of humanity,” he said.
Like Christmas, al-Mawlid is a festive occasion, involving decoration
of mosques with lights and crescents and distribution of sweets.
Muslims have their own version
of Christmas carols, the madîh nabawi, which they hold at homes or
mosques during which verses of
the Quran are recited and extensive
poems in praise of the Prophet of
Islam are read to the beat of drums.
In the wake of terrorist attacks
around the world, some social media users have called on Muslims,
Christians and followers of other
faiths to observe both events on the
same day to show that despite religious differences, mutual respect
and tolerance should be the foundation of every society.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society sections editor.

rating it with their cousins, who do
not have one because my brother
does not allow it,” said Zeidan, a
practicing Muslim.
“On Christmas Eve we hold a
dinner and the whole family gathers around the famous Christmas
turkey, which my wife insists on
preparing every year. Even my
brother participates sometimes. It
is an occasion for the whole family to get together like we do for
(Muslim feasts) Eid al-Fitr and Eid
al-Adha,” Zeidan added.
In Jordan, where Christians
make up some 3.5% of the country’s population of 7.5 million,
churches schedule special services
for Christmas hymns and carols
sung by their choirs and some hotels organise Christmas banquets,
with Santa Claus distributing gifts
to children.
Security at churches is reinforced
around Christmas with heavily
armed police to abort any breaches
by Muslim militants, whose terror
plots have included attempted attacks on churches.
Some Amman residences and a
few shops put up Christmas trees
but there is no street or window
decorations as in Arab countries
with larger Christian communities.
“There’s no Christmas spirit this
year either,” complained Amman
computer software engineer Issa
Farah. “How can we be in the mood
to enjoy the joyous season, while
Arab people in Palestine, Iraq,
Syria and Yemen are being killed in
wars and militant violence.”
In Egypt, some shops put on a
large display of Christmas-related
gifts and goods, including Christmas trees, Santa Claus costumes,
stockings and heart pots and mugs.
Kerlis Adel, a downtown Cairo
gift shop owner, spent weeks preparing for Christmas. “I think we
will have a great season this year,”
said Adel, who placed a figurine of
Santa carrying a sack of gifts at the
entrance to his shop. “People just
want to feel happy after years of
gloom.”
For Egypt’s Orthodox Christian

Copts, Christmas is celebrated January 7th.
Egyptians actually celebrate
Christmas twice within about
a week. The country’s majority
Muslim population and Christian
minority, around 10% of the population, celebrate the end of the
year on December 31st and call it
Christmas. Christmas-related rituals are observed from late November through Coptic Christmas Eve,
a period during which Christians
abstain from eating meat, poultry
and dairy products.
Many people attend church services on Christmas Eve. The Coptic
language is used in the rites, which
are often broadcast live on national television.

Security at churches
is reinforced around
Christmas in Jordan
with heavily armed
police to abort any
breaches by Muslim
militants.
With the spectre of the fundamentalist Muslim Brotherhood
dissipated, Egyptian Christians anticipated a joyful season.
“Egypt has returned to its people
after the Islamists had gone,” Coptic Bishop Abdel Messiah Baseet
said. “We feel very safe this year.”
Millions of Egyptians — Muslim and Christian — expressed joy
when Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi, a Sunni Muslim,
joined Christmas rites at an eastern
Cairo cathedral where Coptic Pope
Tawadros II celebrated mass. Sisi
was the first Egyptian president to
attend the service.
Baseet said he expects the president to make a similar gesture in
2015.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly
and Amr Emam, a Cairo-based
reporter, contributed to this
report.
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Christmas without lustre in the Holy Land
Malak Hasan and
Saud Abu Ramadan

Ramallah

C

hristmas celebrations in
the Holy Land have been
cancelled. There will be
no street marches with
Santa Claus in the walled
Old City of Jerusalem and no fireworks or Christmas hymns and carols sung in Bethlehem where Jesus
was born.
Christmas decorations, which
usually light many streets in Arab
East Jerusalem and the West Bank,
are almost non-existent. The killing of at least 120 Palestinians in a
wave of violence with the Israeli
forces, spurred by Palestinian knife
attacks, the failure to restart peace
talks with Israel and the gloomy
fate of Palestinian statehood have
left no room for joy.
Thus, Christmas celebrations
were cancelled, said Musa Hadid,
head of the Ramallah Municipality.
“It’s a message to the whole world
that Palestine is wounded and is
unable to celebrate the birth of Jesus unlike the rest of the world,”
Hadid said.
Hadid’s municipality and the Ramallah Council of Churches dedicated Christmas 2015 to the memory of Palestinians killed by the
Israeli Army since the beginning of
October.

There will be no
fireworks or
Christmas hymns
and carols sung in
Bethlehem where
Jesus was born.
According to the Palestinian Ministry of Health, at least 120 Palestinians, including 25 children and five
women, have been killed in that
period in unrest many Palestinians say was caused by presumed
attempts by Israel’s government
to allow Jewish prayers at al-Aqsa,

Islam’s third holiest shrine. A series of stabbings, shootings and car
rammings by Palestinians has killed
19 Israelis and a US citizen.
In Ramallah, the spirit of the season is lacking. A 6-metre Christmas
tree, which is traditionally decorated and lit in a festive musical celebration every year, has been left
bare in a main city square. There
are no decorations. There are no
lights.
Ramallah’s streets were not decorated either as an expression of
solidarity with the families who are
waiting for the Israeli government
to return the bodies of their children to be buried. Israel is holding
the bodies of more than 50 Palestinians, a move widely seen as punishment.
The city’s traditional march, in
which hundreds of Palestinian students walk Ramallah’s streets playing music, was led by families holding Palestinian flags and candles.
With scouts playing drums only,
they proceeded to the square and
lit torches symbolising justice and
truth.
In Jerusalem, street marches
with Santa Claus and other celebrations in the Old City were cancelled.
In Bethlehem, an ornate Christmas tree was decorated and lit in a
low-key celebration but there were
no fireworks or Christmas songs
performed by church choirs as is
tradition.
The number of Western pilgrims
during the season to the Holy Land
has dwindled because of the threat
of violence.
Christians make up approximately 2% of the West Bank’s population
of 2.5 million. There’s an additional
200,000-person Christian community among Israel’s Palestinian
population, known as 1948 Palestinians, or Arab-Israelis.
Jerusalem’s Grand Mufti Sheikh
Muhammad Hussein said the holiday coincides with the birthday of
Prophet Mohammad, which falls on
Christmas Eve in 2015.
“It’s important to celebrate the
memory of the two great prophets
but it’s hard for Palestinians to en-

(Photo credit: Mohammed Farraj)

Palestinian Muslims and Christians attend the annual Christmas March in Ramallah, dedicated this
year to the Palestinians who were killed in violence with Israel since early October.
joy these times with many youth
losing their lives because of the Israeli occupation,” Hussein said.
He said Palestinians “enjoy close
ties, regardless of their faith”.
Kareem, a 15-year-old Muslim,
and his Christian friend Ameer are
a good example of such a solid existence. They live in Hamas-ruled
Gaza where Christians make up
about 1% — 1,800 people — of the
Strip’s overall population.
There are usually no Christmas
celebrations in Gaza because of
Hamas’s hard-line teachings. Some
people adorn Christmas trees inside their homes but the decorations can barely be seen through
windows.
Kareem, who wanted Christmas to be special for his long-time
friend, arranged for Muslim neigh-

bours — boys and girls — in their
western Gaza neighbourhood of
Remal to go to Ameer’s house when
he saw a Christmas tree taken in on
December 5th.
“I want to see him happy. It’s a
very special night to all of us,” Kareem said while hanging an ornament on Ameer’s Christmas tree.
He said the brewing tension and
violence in Palestinian areas should
not stand in the way of celebrating
Christmas.
Gaza’s Christian community
dropped by more than half in the
past decade, mainly because of
wars, a crippling Israeli siege and
Hamas’s 2007 violent takeover of
the strip from the moderate Palestinian Authority in charge of the
West Bank.
Gaza’s Christians earned respect

when dozens of Muslim families
were given refuge at the Orthodox
Church in the Old Gaza City after
fleeing homes destroyed in Israel’s
war in July 2014.
“Christian and Muslim Palestinians share the same hopes and
dreams. The Israeli occupation
doesn’t differentiate between a
Christian and a Muslim, a church
or a mosque. We’re proud of the
unique relationship we have in
Palestine and we hope the world
would learn to accept the other like
we do in Palestine,” Hussein said.
Malak Hasan, based in Ramallah,
has covered Palestinian-Israeli
issues for more than five years;
Saud Abu Ramadan, based in Gaza,
has been covering the IsraeliPalestinian conflict for 28 years.

Christian refugees looking hard for joy
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

zraa’ Aziz is hoping that
someone would lend her
an old artificial tree that
she could decorate for
Christmas to bring about
a semblance of festivities to her
tiny one-room dwelling, which she
shares with her husband and three
young children. Marie Antoun improvises a nativity scene representing Jesus’s birthplace by wrapping
old newspapers around a cardboard
box.
Christmas decorating for Christian refugees from Iraq and Syria
has become a luxury that most cannot afford when basic needs such as
shelter, food, health care and education are hardly secured.
Tens of thousands of Christian
families with children have escaped
attacks by radical Islamic groups
in Iraq and Syria. The mostly welleducated and middle-class Christian families, who sought refuge in
Lebanon, live in urban centres with
one room for an entire family.
“The children ask for the things
they see like glittering decorations
and the many toys displayed in the
shops but we have no money to buy
them,” said Aziz, an Iraqi refugee
from Mosul. “Whatever money we
brought with us is about to finish
and my husband can hardly find
casual work every now and then.”
It will be the second Christmas
away from “home”, which Aziz and
her family fled when the Islamic
State (ISIS) seized the northern Iraqi
city more than a year ago and con-

Syrian refugee girls hold Christmas gifts in Bar-Elias in the Bekaa
valley, on December 24, 2014.
fiscated the property of Christians,
who were given the choice to convert to Islam or face death.
Aziz planned to take her children
to a Christmas party organised by
the Chaldean Church for about
1,000 refugee children. “Hopefully
they will get a feel of the feast and
have some joyful time amid all this
gloom,” she said as she queued at
the Chaldean Social Welfare Centre
to receive food distributed by the
church.
The centre, which was set up six
months ago in the low-income Beirut neighbourhood of Bauchrieh
where most Christian refugees from
Iraq settled, caters to about 35,000
registered refugees in addition to
10,000 non-Chaldean Christians
from Iraq and Syria.
“The church had no choice but to

open its doors to the refugees,” centre director Georges Khoury said.
“They arrived here with no money,
no relations and no links whatsoever… We had to provide them with
social services, health assistance
and food, in addition to helping
them with rents, although the Chaldean Church’s means are very modest.”
About 90% of Christian Iraqis are
Chaldeans and turn to the church
for assistance.
“The problem of refugees does
not date back to a couple of years
but has been ongoing for a long
time. Christians have been fleeing Iraq since the (1990) war in Kuwait… It has been nothing but suffering and suffering and suffering,”
said Chaldean Archbishop in Lebanon Michel Kassarji.

“The church has no income from
endowments. We have been mainly
helped by the civil society in Lebanon, both Christians and Muslims,
mostly in kind, which we distribute
to refugees, including Muslims.”
Antoun, a Syrian Christian refugee, fled her native Aleppo with her
parents two and a half years ago.
Her father, Youssef, was a well-off
entrepreneur whose business was
totally lost in the raging war. For
him Christmas is “just another day”.
“How could there be any Christmas joy when we are hardly surviving and all my children are scattered — one in Aleppo, another in
Homs, another in Damascus and
one daughter with her husband and
children in Belgium,” he said.
For compatriot and co-religionist
Mariette Shakar, 2015 marks the
fourth Christmas she and her handicapped sister have been refugees in
Lebanon. “Christmas returns every
year with more tears and pain. It
is a season that will pass without
any expectations. We had hoped to
see an improvement in our conditions but alas from bad to worse,”
she said. With one brother killed
by shellfire and another stuck in
Aleppo, she says, “There will be no
Christmas for us.
“I believe there is a systematic attempt to exterminate all Christians
in Syria and the Arab world.”
Josephine Sioufi and her family
of eight were among the few Christians who remained in Aleppo until
earlier in 2015. “A whole building
next to our house collapsed on its
inhabitants while they were sleeping, killing them all. My son was
kidnapped by [al-Qaeda-affiliated]
Jabhat al-Nusra and my son-in-law

was injured by sniper fire, so we decided to leave,” Sioufi said.
She said Christmas celebrations
are distant memories after so many
years of war. “We used to decorate the house, buy new clothes,
exchange gifts and get together
around special meals but we haven’t
celebrated Christmas for several
years now,” she said. “We have been
in mourning after my brother was
killed and my mother succumbed to
her grief.”

Christmas
decorating for
Christian refugees
from Iraq and Syria
has become a luxury.
Sioufi, like many refugees, is
waiting to be reunited with relatives
who made it to Germany among
hundreds of thousands of warweary migrants flocking to Europe.
Others have applied for a resettlement in a third country through UN
agencies.
“We would be grateful for any
country that is safe and stable and
willing to take us in. Any place
where our children can have a future,” said Aziz who has been waiting for more than a year to be resettled with her family.
“It is a sad fact for the church
to witness the mass migration of
Christians,” said Kassarji. “But logically, they have no other choice but
to immigrate. They feel threatened
every day. They don’t know what
the future is like. There were more
than 1 million Christians in Iraq. Today there are hardly 300,000.”
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Palestinian refugees wary of UNRWA’s future
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

t was set up 66 years ago as
a temporary agency to meet
the needs of Palestinians who
were displaced from their
homes upon the creation of
the state of Israel in 1948 and grew
in the wake of the 1967 six-day war
in which Israel seized more Palestinian territory.
The UN Relief and Works Agency
(UNRWA) is still providing core services, including health and education, for Palestinian refugees in
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, the West
Bank and Gaza, amid financial
strains that many Palestinians fear
would pave the way for a reduction
of services and the eventual termination of the agency.
In 2015, UNRWA experienced its
worst financial crisis with a budget
deficit of $101 million that jeopardised education for hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians. The
school year was saved at the last
moment when donors chipped in
extra funds. However, this raised
alarms among Palestinians and
questions about UNRWA’s future.

In 2015, UNRWA
experienced its
worst financial crisis
with a budget deficit
of $101 million.
The agency’s director in Lebanon, Matthias Schmale, acknowledged that UNRWA has a sustainability problem arising mainly
from increasing costs that are not
matched in the budget. “Our income has remained fairly stable but
our needs are much bigger than our
income,” Schmale said.
Inflation, salary increases and
the natural demographic growth
of the Palestinian population were
the main reasons for budget inflation, Schmale said. “The services
we provide are normally provided
by governments but, unlike governments, we do not have tax money
to finance them,” he said.

With an annual budget of $680
million, UNRWA runs hundreds of
schools and clinics in the five contexts of its operations, including 67
schools and 27 health care centres
in Lebanon. But Lebanon’s budget
share of $100 million came under
further pressure with the influx of
42,000 Palestinian refugees fleeing
the conflict in Syria.
The newcomers were incorporated in the core services provided by
UNRWA, Schmale said, but budget
constraints meant that cash assistance for food and shelter that they
initially received was severed.
Palestinian refugees from northern Lebanon’s Nahr el-Bared camp
also bore the brunt of UNRWA’s
budget limitations. Some 2,500
families, who have not returned to
the camp after it was destroyed in a
five-month war between the Lebanese Army and Islamic militants in
2007, lost food and rent allowances
as well.
Another service that will have to
adapt to budget realities is health.
While primary care continues to be
covered by UNRWA clinics, secondary and tertiary care involving surgeries and chronic diseases will be
mainly referred to cheaper, though
lesser quality, hospitals run by the
Palestine Red Crescent Society and
government hospitals. Private care
will be a last resort.
Nonetheless, Schmale denies
Palestinian recriminations that
UNRWA is cutting down essential
assistance. “We are trying to redistribute our services,” he said.
“There has been no cut in core services… so far.”
Palestinian refugees are wary that
UNRWA’s services will dwindle in
coming years until the agency ceases to exist. Citing cancellation of
contracts for UNRWA teachers and
shifting tasks usually undertaken
by the agency to other UN bodies,
Palestinian activist Suhail Natour
warned that “there is an approach
towards eliminating UNRWA”.
He said teachers for Palestinian students from Syria were contracted by the UN Development
Programme (UNDP), instead of
UNRWA in a “serious precedent in-

Visually impaired Palestinian children play at the UNRWA-run al-Nour school for blind and visually
impaired children in Gaza.
dicating that there is an attempt to
dispense with UNRWA’s services”.
“First you dwarf UNRWA, then
you say we have financial problems
and then you have other agencies
slowly taking over UNRWA’s tasks,”
Natour said.
He rejected claims that UNRWA
did not reduce its core services,
stressing that shelter and food for
refugees from Syria and the displaced of Nahr el-Bared camp is
“an essential and core service from
which they have been deprived”.
Failure to match UNRWA’s budget
with refugees’ needs is “a political
issue”, according to Natour. “Some
donors thought that with time the
Palestinians would be integrated in
host countries and would eventually do without UNRWA’s help but
the Palestinians are attached to UNRWA as a symbol of the responsibil-

ity of the international community
towards them and their Palestine
cause,” he said.
Sabah Kenaan, her husband and
six children have been waiting for
eight years to return to Nahr elBared. They are among the unlucky
40% whose houses are yet to be rebuilt.
“UNRWA has put a lot of pressures on us by stopping the rent allowance,” Kenaan said. “My neighbour returned to the camp more
than a year ago; only our sector is
not rebuilt yet. Instead of alleviating our suffering, UNRWA added to
it.”
While an estimated 450,000 Palestinian refugees are registered
with UNRWA in Lebanon, only
270,000 use the agency’s services,
as scores had migrated to other
countries and many no longer use

UNRWA.
The budget is built on the actual
number of beneficiaries but the
lists of registered refugees remain
untouched to ensure the “right to
return”, Schmale said. “If there
will be a Palestine state one day, all
those registered will be citizens of
that state,” he said.
According to Natour, Western donors have refused to increase their
shares in UNRWA’s budget to pressure Arab states to chip in, violating
a common Arab policy that says:
“Those who caused the Palestinian
problem should bear responsibility
for their action.”
For Schmale, donors have started showing signs of “fatigue” in a
long-protracted conflict. “If they
(Western donors) don’t have the
money, then let them solve the
(Palestinian) problem,” he added.

Political feuds hinder Palestinian travel
Saud Abu Ramadan

Gaza City

E

gypt reopened the Rafah
border crossing with the
Gaza Strip for the first time
in two months, allowing in
1,560 Palestinians, including students, patients and others in
need to travel abroad.
The crossing was opened December 3rd and 4th under a deal
between Egypt and the Palestinian Authority (PA), according to a
PA statement. The PA is the recognised leadership of the Palestinians
in charge of the West Bank and had
ruled Gaza until Hamas violently
took it over in 2007.

Observers cautioned
that if the stalemate
persists, a “big
explosion” will
follow.
Feuds between Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah Party
in the West Bank and Gaza’s Hamas
rulers over who would operate Rafah delayed reopening the key outpost for several months.
Egypt closed Rafah in 2007 after
Hamas took over Gaza. Egypt and
the PA had jointly controlled Rafah,
with the European Union monitoring Palestinian compliance on the
Gaza side.
Azzam el-Ahmad, a senior Fatah
leader and an aide to Abbas, said the

PA suggested that Egypt and the PA
jointly operate the crossing as before but through a new mechanism.
“An agreement between the PA
and Egypt on operating Rafah is on
its way to be finalised soon,” Ahmad
said.
After the border closed December 4th, the Hamas-run organisation for crossings and borders said
in addition to those who crossed,
there were 25,000 people who want
to leave the Gaza Strip. It said the
group included patients, students,
Gaza Palestinians with foreign nationalities and merchants.
Hamas said 1,560 Gaza Palestinians crossed into Egypt and about
1,000 people returned to Gaza during the two-day crossing opening.
The Hamas-run Interior Ministry
said the Rafah crossing worked in
two directions in 2015 for a total of
21 days, including the two in early
December. It said the border reopened the last time in mid-October,
allowing Gazans returning from
pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina in
Saudi Arabia.
Hamas spokesman Sami Abu
Zuhri thanked Egypt for temporarily reopening Rafah. He said Egypt
previously told Hamas that once
stability is restored to militant-held
areas of the Sinai, Rafah could reopen permanently.
Ahmad said when Egypt and the
PA conclude an agreement on permanently reopening Rafah, “We
will certainly notify Hamas and get
it involved in operating the crossing.” But he declined to say what
role Hamas would have and wheth-

Palestinian men wait to cross into Egypt at the Rafah border
crossing in the southern Gaza Strip.
er Israel would agree.
Hamas flatly rejected the plan,
saying it opposed any deal that
would preclude its presence at the
border post.
Abu Zuhri said Hamas “is keen
to operate Rafah crossing to ensure
a free movement for our people in
Gaza”. He accused the PA of lacking the interest to reconcile with
Hamas but had sought to have the
crossing reopened.
“The PA is trying to sidestep a
reconciliation agreement with Hamas,” Abu Zuhri said. “Any deal
that evades ending the discord is
far from reality and will be very
hard to implement.”

Senior Gaza-based Hamas leader Ghazi Hamad warned that any
“unilateral moves by the PA and
Egypt on Gaza without involving
Hamas are null and void”.
An official close to the PA leadership, who insisted on anonymity, said the new arrangements on
operating Rafah crossing would be
completely different from previous ones. In the past, Gazans were
able to travel without security or
official coordination with the Egyptian side. Now, an exit permit is
required because there are some
Palestinians who are banned from
travelling for security reasons.
“When the crossing point reo-

pens, those who want to travel
must apply for a departure permit
from the Egyptian authorities in
advance,” the official said.
Observers cautioned that if the
stalemate persists, a “big explosion” will follow.
“The endless disputes between
Fatah and Hamas over the past
eight years are turning the daily
life of the population in Gaza into
misery and hell,” said Talal Oukal, a
Gaza-based political analyst.
“The two sides should put their
differences aside and think about
their people’s interest.”
Oukal said it was evident that
Egypt was hesitant to reopen the
border post, “fearing that militants
would disturb its national security”.
By the same token, Hamas “wants
to maintain its control of the border, while the PA and Fatah are unable to redeem Gaza,” he said.
Majed Abu Houli, a 22-year-old
engineering student studying in
Ankara, said he has been waiting to
depart for Turkey since February.
He said he contacted the university
seeking to postpone his studies several times.
“Gaza Strip has turned into a big
Guantanamo prison,” Oukal said,
referring to the US detention camp
in Cuba.
“As long as wrangle between Palestinian rivals remains unresolved,
any crisis whether over Rafah or
other matters won’t be resolved.
Therefore, they should put their
disputes aside and think about
their people.”
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Chair of the Nobel Committee, Kaci Kullmann Five (L) hands over the Diploma and medallion to the winners of the 2015 Nobel Prize, Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet
members, (L-R) Secretary-General of the Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT) Houcine Abassi, President of the Tunisian Bar Association Mohamed Fadhel Mahfoudh,
President of the Tunisian Human Rights League Abdessattar Ben Moussa and President of the Tunisian Union of Industry, Trade and Handicrafts Wided Bouchamaoui,
during the Nobel Peace Prize award ceremony in Oslo, Norway, on December 10th.

Tunisian Quartet receives Nobel Peace Prize
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

eaders of Tunisian civic
groups called on the world
community to join forces
to fight terrorism as they
accepted the Nobel Peace
Prize in Norway.
Members of the National Dialogue Quartet also urged world
powers to help resolve the Palestinian-Israeli conflict as part of efforts
to dampen hotbeds of violence in
the Middle East and North Africa.
The Tunisian civil society group
was awarded the Peace Prize for facilitating agreement between Tunisian political protagonists in 2013,
at a time when extreme polarisation posed a serious threat to the
North African country’s democratic
transition.
The Quartet includes the Tuni-

sian General Labour Union (UGTT),
the Tunisian Union for Industry,
Trade and Handicrafts (UTICA),
the Tunisian Human Rights League
(LTDH) and the Tunisian Bar Association.
The laureates are the first Tunisians to win a Nobel prize.
The award ceremony took place
December 10th in Oslo amid tight
security following the November
13th jihadist attacks in Paris, in
which 130 people were killed, and
a suicide attack in Tunis where 12
security officers died.
“Today we are most in need of
making the fight against terrorism
an absolute priority, which means
perseverance on coordination and
cooperation between all nations to
drain its resources,” UGTT Secretary-General Houcine Abassi told
the gathering in Oslo.
“We need to accelerate the elimination of hot spots all over the
world, particularly the resolution

of the Palestinian issue and enable
the Palestinian people the right to
self-determination on their land
and build their independent state.”

Kaci Kullmann Five
praised the group for
“its decisive
contribution to the
building of a
pluralistic
democracy”.
Fear of jihadist violence loomed
large over the banquets and concerts attended by hundreds of political, intellectual and business
leaders during the lavish Nobel ceremonies in Oslo and Stockholm.
The Quartet received the Nobel
Peace Prize for the crucial role it
played in pushing Tunisian political
actors to stay on the track of peaceful transition in a region wrestling
with violence and upheaval.

Norwegian Nobel Committee
Chairwoman Kaci Kullmann Five
praised the group for “its decisive
contribution to the building of a
pluralistic democracy” in 2013.
“Against a backdrop of unrest and
war… (their) resolute intervention
helped to halt the spiralling violence and put developments on a
peaceful track,” she said.
Success of the National Dialogue
facilitated by the Quartet led to the
formation of a “technocratic government”, which laid the ground
for the organisation of successful
legislative and presidential elections in 2014. Since then, however,
the country has been plagued with
terror incidents and a serious economic slowdown.
In March, Islamist gunmen killed
21 tourists in an attack at the Bardo
National Museum in Tunis, and 38
foreigners lost their lives in an assault on a Sousse beach hotel in
June. On November 24th, a suicide

bomber set off a device on a bus carrying presidential guards in Tunis,
killing 12 members of the elite force.
“In this time of terror, the threats
against Tunisia and the Tunisian
people are indistinguishable from
the threats against other countries,”
UTICA Chairwoman Wided Bouchamaoui said in her speech.
The other heads of Tunisian civil
society groups who shared the
Peace Prize were Mohamed Fadhel
Mahfoudh, head of the Tunisian Bar
Association, and Abdessattar Ben
Moussa, president of the Tunisian
Human Rights League.
The 2015 Nobel Prize winners
in literature, chemistry, physics,
medicine and economics gathered
in Stockholm to collect their prizes
from King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden the same day.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for decades.

What Tunisia’s politicians must hear from the next generation

View poi nt

Jerry Sorkin

T

he sad spectacle of
Tunisian politicians
sniping in parliament
or in the ranks of the
main ruling Nidaa
Tounes party is only
adding to the scepticism of
Tunisian youth about the
direction their country is heading. One of the major problems,
however, remains the unaddressed demands of young
people.
Scepticism about politicians and
the inability of post-revolution
governments to deliver have led
to a great part of Tunisia’s 20and 30-something demographic
abstaining from voting in parliamentary and presidential elections
in late 2014. That sense of disappointment endures.
Ahmed Hamza, an entrepreneur
and social activist from Kairouan,
who is within that age bracket,
noted his disappointment. “I cannot honestly say it is better now,”
he said, referring to life pre-revolu-

Without incorporating
the country’s educated
youth the future can be
precarious.

tion versus now. “Corruption levels
have increased and I can clearly
see the old regime getting its way
smoothly into the system.
“The only thing that has really
changed is freedom of expression.
Things are better in that regard
and the government is being more
careful with [non-governmental
organisations] and activists but
that also is at risk,” he added.
“Things have improved slightly,
with democracy being at risk more
than ever.”
During the first three-plus years
of Islamist-led government after
2011, there were many pronouncements but no tangible achievements. Jihadism reared its head
and the country regressed economically with the loss of jobs,
foreign investment and increased
security problems underscoring
the regression.
This point of view is shared by
the middle class, which is wary
about an eroding standard of
living and the spread of corruption. Rahma, 26, an architect who
recently returned from a year
working for the European Investment Bank in Luxembourg, said:
“The main problem still remains
corruption. The ways are the same;
people controlling the money are
the same, only the heads have
changed. The main difference is
that most people are no longer passive. There is also a lack of vision.
What is the government’s vision to

solve the country’s many ills?”
Zouhair Bouallagui, a civil
society actor who hails from Kasserine, a region of the south-west
seen as symbolic of development
neglect, with high poverty and
unemployment rates, said: “Many
Tunisians believed the revolution
represented a tipping point for this
country. Expectations were very
high. Since those expectations are
not being met, there is a sense of
frustration, dissatisfaction and
anger, expressed in many ways. In
this respect, I feel that Tunisia was
better before.”
According to an Alert International survey, 10% of youth in the
working class neighbourhood of
Douar Hicher say their lives have
improved since the revolution.
There is dissatisfaction with
overall government management.
“We cannot see a big change
despite the fact that a revolution
is one of the biggest changes that a
nation can have,” Bouallagui said.
“The Ben Ali’s administration performance was better. Corruption
has become even more pervasive
and the country’s security, which
had been a safeguard for Tunisia is
now threatened.”
Tunisia faces many challenges in
the areas of economy, job creation
and political democratisation. But
without incorporating the country’s educated youth, the very
segment of Tunisians that carried
out the revolution, the future can

The most
serious issue
remains the
inability of
the economy
to generate
sufficient
jobs.

be precarious. Tunisia’s politicians need to focus on policies that
will help move Tunisia forward,
incorporate the next generation of
Tunisians and remember that as
elected officials, they must put the
country over their political parties.
The most serious issue remains
the inability of the economy to
generate sufficient jobs. Recent
official figures show the unemployment rate is not decreasing.
Joblessness tops 15% and is more
than 32% for university graduates.
For women, the predicament is
even more dire. On average, 22%
of women are unemployed; for
women university graduates, the
percentage of joblessness is more
than 42%. Hardly the deserved
reward for women who have been
always at the vanguard of change
in Tunisia.
December 2015 marks one year
since Tunisians had their first,
free, presidential elections since
the January 2011 revolution. But
Tunisia’s democracy is threatened by insecurity and chronic
socio-economic ills. It is time for
Tunisia’s recently elected leaders
to show leadership and reverse the
country’s regression or they risk
another bout of turmoil.
Jerry Sorkin is founder and
president of Iconic Journeys
Worldwide and of TunisUSA. He is
a frequent contributor to The Arab
Weekly.
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Algeria’s power struggle goes public
Rachid Tlemçani

Algiers

M

ohamed
Mediene,
the longtime security
chief in Algeria who
“retired” in September, re-entered the
country’s security debate with a
letter written in support of a former
subordinate who was sentenced to
prison for disobeying orders.
Mediene led Algeria’s Department of Intelligence and Security
(DRS) for 25 years and was seen at
the centre of power in the country.
Although he left office in September, he stepped up recently with
an open letter strongly in support
of one of his deputies, Abdelkader
Ait-Ouarabi
Ait-Ouarabi, known as General
Hassan in the intelligence community, on November 26th became
the first senior intelligence officer
convicted in Algeria after he was
charged with a “breach of military
rules”. He was sentenced to five
years in prison.
Ait-Ouarabi had headed Scorat,
the operational coordination and
counterterrorism intelligence service, which draws elite troops focused on thwarting terrorist plots
and infiltrating jihadist groups.

A group of 19
well-known
personalities cast
doubt that the purge
of the intelligence
services occurred
with Bouteflika’s
blessing.
He was a key ally of Mediene,
who had been seen as untouchable
before the surprise in September
announcement that Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika had accepted Mediene’s “retirement”.
Some analysts argue that AitOuarabi’s jailing was another slap
at Mediene, further showing he no

longer had influence in Algeria’s
power circles.
The removals of Mediene and
other senior officers have been
viewed as fulfillment of Bouteflika’s long-stated goal to exert more
civilian control over the powerful
DRS.

Many say a debate
should have been
initiated on the role
of the intelligence
services in
democratic
transition.
The DRS made itself integral to
virtually every institution in the
country and Mediene was blamed
for the security crisis that deteriorated the political and economic
sectors, argued Amar Saidani, secretary-general of the National Liberation Front (FLN).
The DRS failed to protect former
president Mohamed Boudiaf, who
was killed by a DRS soldier in 1992,
and did not anticipate an attempt
to assassinate Bouteflika in 2007,
Saidani said.
He also cited terrorist acts in Algeria in the 1990s and more recent
ones, such as the al-Qaeda-linked
hostage-taking at the Tiguentourine gas facility near Amenas in
January 2013 as points of DRS failure.
Mediene’s open letter, published
December 3rd while Bouteflika was
in France for a routine medical
check-up, could be a move to reestablish Mediene’s power.
He congratulated Ait-Ouarabi for
a job well done. “The most urgent
thing today is to right the wrong
done to an officer who served his
country with passion,” he wrote.
He added that Ait-Ouarabi was not
a renegade officer. “He handled his
mission in full respect of normal
procedures and gave updates at the
appropriate moments”.
Saidani told supporters that Mediene’s letter was meant to mirror
the former intelligence chief’s de-

December 14th front pages of Algerian newspapers bearing headlines on General Athmane “Bachir”
Tartag, who recently replaced General Mohamed Mediene, better known as General Toufik, as head of
Algeria’s military intelligence.
spair. “He was drowning, drowning, drowning,” Saidani said.
Algerian Minister of Communications Hamid Grine said the letter
“is extremely violent. I can even
talk about hyper-violence.” He
added that “a senior former officer
is required [to follow] the duty of
discretion”.
A group of 19 well-known personalities cast doubt that the purge
of the intelligence services occurred with Bouteflika’s blessing.
The group sent a letter to Bouteflika on November 1st requesting a
meeting to determine whether the

president could adequately manage state affairs.
Bouteflika, 78, who suffered a
stroke in 2013, has been seen mostly in brief television images or in
photographs on state media since
winning a fourth presidential term
in 2014.
Questions
over
Bouteflika’s
health have left his opponents asking who replaces him if he cannot
govern for his entire term and how
that affects political and economic
reform in the vast North African
country.
Many say a debate should have

been initiated on the role of the
intelligence services in democratic transition. The success of any
emerging democracy in the Arab
world relies heavily on security.
Recent developments make clear
that the Algerian military, which
has long been called “the great
mum” for its ability to keep the
power struggle within the regime
under wraps, is no longer willing to
do so.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.

ISIS is not Libya’s only jihadist threat
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he Islamic State (ISIS) is
only one of the jihadist
organisations jeopardising the security of Libya,
UN experts and the North
country’s
neighbours

African
warned.
ISIS’s core leadership picked
Libya into which it could expand
beyond Iraq and Syria, dispatching
trusted loyalists of its leader, Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi, to supervise the
groundwork of its franchise in the
violence-torn North African country.
A statement from Libya’s six
neighbouring countries and a UN
report suggested that ISIS’s scheme
to establish a fallback territory in
Libya, however, did not go beyond
recycling local extremist gangs and
returning Libyan fighters.
Territorial control by ISIS has not
spread outside Sirte, the hometown of late Libyan strongman
Muammar Qaddafi.
ISIS moved into the ranks of
feuding militias to capture Sirte, a
Mediterranean coastal area close
to the basin of oil and gas wealth
in eastern Libya. It is about 600 km
east of Sicily, making it the closest
territory to Europe that ISIS controls.
Many in Sirte saw ISIS as a tool
to hit back at new political forces
in Libya and avenge the destruction of the city where Qaddafi was
killed by rebels in 2011.
“ISIS is an evident short- and
long-term threat in Libya. The

Workers clean the ground after a suicide car bomber set off his
device at a checkpoint near Misrata, Libya, last May.
group is benefiting from the ‘appeal’ and notoriety of ISIS in Iraq
and in the Syrian Arab Republic,”
the UN report stated. “However,
the group’s threat should be realistically assessed. ISIS is only one
player among multiple warring
factions in Libya and faces strong
resistance from the population, as
well as difficulties in building and
maintaining local alliances.”
ISIS has yet to show the same eagerness to benefit from Libya natural resources as its central command has done in Iraq and Syria.
Several waves of Libyans have
returned from battlefields in Syria
and Iraq since 2013 and form the
backbone of the ISIS branch in Lib-

ya, which continues to be a magnet
for foreign terrorist fighters, largely
from North Africa, according to the
report seen by The Arab Weekly.
While ISIS has been focusing on
Sirte, it could forge local alliances
to spread its territorial clout and
provide inspiration for other foreign fighters to join the group in
Libya, the report added.
The document, issued December
1st, compiled intelligence assessments on ISIS and other groups
in Libya from UN members and
suggested the al-Qaeda affiliate in
North Africa as well as other terrorist organisations were using the
country for rear bases and retreats.
While Ansar al-Sharia Derna and

Ansar al-Sharia Benghazi seem to
have weakened since the establishment of ISIS in Libya, al-Qaeda
in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),
al-Mourabitoun and Ansar al-Sharia in Tunisia continue to use the
country as a rear base for operations in the region.
“Groups associated with al-Qaeda have established a significant
presence in Libya, including facilities for training, implying a longer-term strategic goal to sustain a
presence in the country (with external operations capability),” the
report said.
“The resulting threat is regional
and international, with particular
significance for Africa, given the
growing numbers of foreign terrorist fighters and the presence of a
globalised group of terrorists from
different al-Qaeda backgrounds.”
Al-Qaeda has benefited from
weapons looted from Libyan Army
stocks. Those arms played a significant role in the advances by alQaeda affiliates in northern Mali in
2012. After al-Qaeda affiliates were
dislodged from Mali, the remaining
fighters withdrew to Libya, according to the document.
ISIS and al-Qaeda have not replicated the enmity in Libya they displayed in Syria, even though they
compete for clout and resources in
some areas.
Libya’s neighbours — Algeria,
Egypt, Sudan, Chad, Niger and Tunisia — did not single out ISIS as the
only threat from Libya when they
met on December 1st and 2nd in
Algiers to spur Libya’s political rivals into coming together to form a
unity government.
They expressed their worries

from the terrorism expansion in
Libya especially ISIS, al-Qaeda and
Ansar al-Sharia and called for Intensifying efforts to ward off the
phenomenon, the Libyan neighbours said in a statement.
They “deem the worsening of
the situation in Libya will permit
the development of terrorism and
deepening instability in Libya. That
forms a serious threat to neighbouring countries,” the statement
said.

Territorial control
by ISIS has not
spread outside
Sirte, the
hometown of late
Libyan strongman
Muammar Qaddafi.
The UN report quoted an unnamed member as saying that at
least 12 of the 28 individuals involved in the attack on the Tigantourine gas field near Amenas in
Algeria by al-Mourabitoun and alMouaqaoune Biddam in January
2013, had been trained during the
summer of 2012 in camps run by
Ansar al-Sharia in Benghazi.
In addition, Ansar al-Sharia in
Benghazi and Derna took part on
the September 11, 2012, attack
against the US diplomatic outpost
in Benghazi.
A senior unnamed US Defense
Department official told the New
York Times the group expanded
to about 2,000 fighters since it announced its affiliate in Libya, in
what he said was “contingency
planning” as it grows its forces.
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Vast support for
drive to ban Trump
from entering UK

More than 550,000
endorse petition, the most
signed in British history
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

M

ore than 550,000 people signed a petition
calling for Republican
presidential front runner Donald Trump to
be banned from entering the United
Kingdom, making it the most signed
petition in British history.
The petition drive started after
Trump called for a ban on Muslims entering the United States and
claimed that British police refuse to
enter “radicalised” areas of London.
Trump shocked people across the
world when he called for “a total
and complete shutdown of Muslims
entering the United States until our
country’s representatives can figure
out what is going on”, in the wake
of the San Bernardino, California,
shootings.
Seeking to justify his initial proposal, Trump increased the controversy by claiming that parts of London and Paris were so “radicalised”
they were effectively out of police
control and that US politicians
needed to take action to prevent the
same happening in their country.
“Paris is no longer the safe city it
was. They have sections in Paris that
are radicalised, where the police refuse to go there.
They’re petrified. We have places

in London and other places that are
so radicalised that the police are
afraid for their own lives,” Trump
claimed in an interview with MSNBC.
More than 550,000 people signed
the petition calling for Trump to be
barred from the United Kingdom.
“The UK has banned entry to many
individuals for hate speech. The
same principles should apply to everyone who wishes to enter the UK,”
the petition said.
“If the UK is to continue the ‘unacceptable behaviour’ criteria to
those who wish to enter its borders,
it must be fairly applied to the rich
as well as poor and the weak as well
as powerful,” it added.
An opposing petition, branding
the calls to ban Trump from the
United Kingdom as “illogical” and
saying Trump should not be barred
was signed by fewer than 40,000
people.
However, the second most signed
petition on the government website appeared to echo Trump’s view,
calling on the government to “stop
all immigration and close the UK
borders until ISIS is defeated”.
That petition, which received
more than 450,000 signatures, had
been the most signed petition until
Trump’s controversial comments.
The UK government is obliged to
respond to any petition that garners
more than 10,000 signatures, while
parliament will consider for debate

Britain’s Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne speaks at the House of Commons, in London,
on December 9th. Osborne told lawmakers that Trump’s views were “nonsense,” but said it would be
wrong to “ban presidential candidates.”
any petition that garners more than
100,000 signatures.
Responding to the earlier petition,
which was issued in September and
echoes Trump’s anti-immigration
policy, the UK government said it
had no intention of closing Britain’s
borders. “This would create more
problems than it would solve,” the
government said.

London Mayor Boris
Johnson described
the Republican front
runner’s claim as
“ill-informed”.
British Prime Minister David Cameron described Trump’s call for a
ban on Muslims entering the United
States as “divisive, unhelpful and
quite simply wrong” in a statement
issued by Downing Street but the
government has yet to formally respond to the petition to ban Trump.
Commenting on Trump’s claims
regarding “radicalised” parts of
London being no-go areas for the
police, London Mayor Boris John-

son described the Republican front
runner’s claim as “ill-informed” and
“complete and utter nonsense”.
“As a city where more than 300
languages are spoken, London has
a proud history of tolerance and diversity and to suggest there are areas where police officers cannot go
because of radicalisation is simply
ridiculous,” Johnson said.
But he appeared not to endorse
the petition calling for Trump to be
banned from the United Kingdom.
“I would welcome the opportunity
to show Mr Trump first-hand some
of the excellent work our police officers do every day in local neighbourhoods throughout our city.
Crime has been falling steadily both
in London and in New York — the
only reason I wouldn’t go to some
parts of New York is the real risk of
meeting Donald Trump,” the mayor
said.
London’s Metropolitan Police
issued a statement addressing
Trump’s comments: “We would not
normally dignify such comments
with a response; however on this
occasion, we think it’s important to

state to Londoners that Mr Trump
could not be more wrong.
“Any candidate for the presidential elections of the United States
of America is welcome to receive a
briefing from the Met Police on the
reality of policing London.”
In what was a more predictable British response, hashtag
#TrumpFacts trended on Twitter following Trump’s comments,
with Britons throwing scorn on the
Republican candidate’s claims by
tweeting mocking images allegedly
showing images of radicalisation.
“The queen now wears a hijab instead of a crown due to radicalisation #TrumpFacts” read one tweet,
accompanied by a genuine picture
of Queen Elizabeth II wearing a
headscarf.
Trump used the same format to
respond: “The United Kingdom is
trying hard to disguise their massive
Muslim problem. Everybody is wise
to what is happening, very sad! Be
honest.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Trump and Le Pen: Playing ISIS’s deadly game

View poi nt
Michael
Young

I

n a short space of time, two
developments showed how
attitudes towards Muslims
are shaping domestic politics
in the West. In France, the
National Front did well in the
first round of voting in regional
elections and in the United States,
Republican candidate Donald
Trump made a highly divisive
proposal for a ban on all Muslims
travelling to the country.
What was apparent in both
situations was the fact that those
in favour of Trump and Marine
Le Pen, the leader of the National
Front, were motivated by fear towards a situation they did not fully
understand. Indeed, both politicians have played on this ignorance
to render their populist messages
more dramatic.
Trump, for instance, declared:
“We need a total and complete
shutdown of Muslims entering the
United States while we figure out
what the hell is going on. We’re out
of control.”
This recourse to unfamiliarity,
including the candidate’s own, was
remarkable. Usually politicians say
they’re there to bring solutions.
Trump admitted he was as lost as
anybody and that the ban was an
effort to buy time for answers. That
did not make it any less disgraceful
but it did allow Trump to show
that he and his electorate are

Both politicians have
played on this ignorance
to render their populist
messages more dramatic.

one in their bewilderment with
Islam.
Le Pen is a different matter. The
National Front has been a force in
French politics since the 1980s.
Rather than turning into a fringe
party, it has gained strength as
France has struggled with integrating immigrants, mainly from North
Africa, into society.
Not that Le Pen has offered
realistic solutions to the problem,
beyond promising harsher security
measures, but the electorate, faced
with a transformation of French
society it rejects, has increasingly
been willing to give her the benefit
of the doubt.
Perhaps that’s what makes
Trump’s positions on immigrants
and Muslims so disturbing. By
and large the United States has
represented a successful model of
immigration. While Trump insists
that America has “a massive Muslim problem”, that’s nonsense. As
columnist Fareed Zakaria recently
wrote, the number of Americans
killed by Islamic terrorism in the
14 years since 9/11 averages three a
year. The number of those killed in
2015 from gun homicides is about
11,000.
In that sense, perhaps, Trump
and Le Pen are very different from
each other. Trump has essentially
invented a problem and used scare
tactics to gain political leverage. Le
Pen, no less of a demagogue, has
addressed a genuine issue (albeit
in a tawdry way), namely France’s
uneasy relationship with its immigrants.
The populist messages of both individuals have gained a major boost
from something else: the public’s
growing displeasure with traditional political parties that seem to offer

no solutions to the problems their
countries face. Instead, their primary aim appears to be to remain in
power and maintain the status quo.
In that regard Trump is riding
a wave that began a decade ago
with the Tea Party. The paradox of
the Tea Party is that it has blended
nativist elements with a conservative agenda at times bordering on
the libertarian. While libertarians
strongly oppose Trump’s grandstanding on immigration and Muslims, the nativist impulses he has
revived have come to the fore.
It’s easy to condemn Trump and
Le Pen as vulgar fear-mongers
out to exploit the vulnerabilities
of voters but that would be to

Doubtless,
attacks, or
threats of
attacks, by
ISIS will
sustain the
unhealthy
atmosphere
prevailing
today.

Overcoming fear. A demonstration in support
of religious coexistence in Webster, Texas, on
December 4th.

misunderstand their tactical aims.
What has helped Trump is his ability to always stay a step ahead of
his Republican rivals, imposing the
agenda of debate, remaining at the
centre of attention as they scramble
for a secondary role.
Le Pen is the same way. She plays
ambulance-chaser politics, always
on hand to exploit an emergency
and make it seem that she alone has
the tools to fix things. The essence
of her message, like Trump’s, is that
the country is facing countless difficulties, some of them existential,
and that people are right to spend
their days and nights worrying.
Yet the consensus is that the
politics of paranoia end up benefiting those against whom they are
directed. In excluding an entire religious community from the United
States, the argument goes, Trump
only increases Muslim isolation and
discontent, allowing groups such
as the Islamic State (ISIS) to more
easily mobilise recruits.
Suspicion of Muslims has polarised many European countries
and there is little sign of the tensions easing. Doubtless, attacks,
or threats of attacks, by ISIS will
sustain the unhealthy atmosphere
prevailing today.
That is why people should take
a step back, calm down and look
carefully at reality to see how Muslims can better assist in marginalising the killers. Yet because Trump
and Le Pen are, above all, reflections of domestic frustrations, that
is not likely to soon happen
Scapegoating is not new in the
United States and Europe. With
time, people settle down and grasp
that their behaviour was shameful
but, meanwhile, the damage has
been done.
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Egypt’s Sisi declares war on price hikes
Amr Emam

Cairo

A

plan by Egyptian President
Abdel
Fattah
al-Sisi to bring down
runaway
commodity
prices is seen by a wide
section of the public as one last attempt to help the poor put food on
the table but some economists fear
it could scare investors away.
Sisi said Cairo would intervene
to prevent commodity prices rising even more in the local markets,
vowing to bring the prices down
quickly.
The government will sell basic
commodities at more than 4,000
state-run supermarkets below
market prices. It also has coordinated campaigns by the Interior
Ministry and the Ministry of Supply to crack down on traders who
increase prices.
Most importantly, the army,
which acts as an autonomous agricultural and industrial production
entity, producing everything from
macaroni to cooking machines,
will sell vegetables, cooking oils,
meat, chicken and butter at reduced prices.

In the past two
years, most
commodities in
Egyptian markets
rose 30-60%.
The plan has been warmly welcomed by the public but economists say the scheme could scare
investors away and introduce unfair competition into the market.
Shereen al-Shawarbi, an eco-

nomics professor at Cairo University, said Egypt needs to attract
investment.
“If the government offers these
commodities at these low prices,
the private sector could run away
because it will not be able to stand
the competition,” Shawarbi said.
Other economists counter that
the government should protect the
poor.

Rising commodity
prices are
threatening to
translate into
political unrest.
“The government has the right to
take measures to protect the poor
in society,” economist Bassant
Fahmi said. “These measures will,
at the end of the day, coerce greedy
traders to reduce their profit margins because they will not stand
competition with the government,
which has strong economic means
to tame uncontrollable prices.”
In the past two years, most commodities in Egyptian markets rose
30-60%, according to economists.
A kilogram of tomatoes rose from
about 7 US cents two years ago to
around 13 cents now. A kilogram
of beef rose from $7.50 in 2013 to
more than $10 now. Most commodities had similar price increases.
Egypt’s annual inflation rate was
9% in September. While that was
2% lower than the September 2014
rate, the drop was not felt by the
majority of Egyptians.
Rising commodity prices are
threatening to translate into political unrest with activists, including
those at the forefront of the 2011
uprising, calling for another revo-

A Cairo fruit vendor.
lution in January 2016. Observers have linked Sisi’s initiative to
lower commodity prices to those
movements.
The success of the president’s
campaign is not certain. One of the
challenges is for the government to
have its cheap commodities programme reach areas where most of
the poor live.
State-run supermarkets and
army vehicles carrying vegetables and meat and selling them
at reduced prices can be found in

urban centres but it is not known
whether the same opportunities
are found in the countryside and
Egypt’s slums.
How long the state can offer
commodities at reduced prices
to the public is another question
given that Egypt has another active plan to slash commodity and
fuel subsidies in a desperate bid to
bridge a growing budget deficit.
Yumn al-Hamaqi, an economics
professor from Cairo University,
said Sisi’s plan could succeed in

lowering commodity prices if the
government can deliver cheap
commodities to all poorer Egyptians, including those living in the
countryside and city slums.
“This is the real challenge, in
fact,” Hamaqi said. “If the government fails in making these cheap
commodities available to the poor
everywhere, we will then be talking about a campaign that is present in the media while the majority of the public will continue to
suffer.”

GCC investment funds to shift assets to US market
Vita Bekker

New York

T

he Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) and other
energy-generated
Gulf
sovereign wealth funds
may increase acquisitions in the United States to benefit
from its relatively strong economy
and to diversify assets, observers
in New York’s financial community
said.
The QIA announced October
28th that it was taking a 44% stake
in a Manhattan property project
that could be worth $8.6 billion
once completed. The acquisition
came a month after the QIA, which
analysts say controls $200 billion-$300 billion in assets, opened
an office in New York and outlined

plans to invest $35 billion in the
United States over the next five
years.
“I would not be surprised to see
QIA double that number, especially as Qatar gets closer to the 2022
FIFA World Cup, which stands to
benefit from investments in US
technologies and services,” said
David Hamod, president of the National US-Arab Chamber of Commerce (NUSACC) in Washington.

The QIA outlined
plans to invest $35
billion in the United
States over the next
five years.
Hamod, who works closely
with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) financial sector, said the
QIA and other Gulf wealth funds

may expand beyond Manhattan
real estate purchases and invest in
medium-sized US companies.
The growth in the United States
is part of an attempt by the QIA and
the other funds to seek steadier returns to counter the loss in income
from drop in oil prices over the
past 18 months and with prospects
for global economic growth uncertain.
Lower crude revenues and slower global growth will decrease the
assets of wealth funds and central banks by $1.2 trillion — almost
7% — by the end of the year, Swiss
bank UBS said. The fall in sovereign assets will likely continue in
2016, partly triggered by a fall in
investment returns, UBS said.
As part of an apparent shift away
from Europe, whose economy is
weaker than that of the United
States, the QIA has been selling

Artist’s rendering of the $8.6 billion Manhattan West project in New York, to be 40% owned by the
Qatar Investment Authority.

assets. In October, it sold its 10%
stake in German builder Hochtief
for about $540 million.
It also announced plans to sell a
stake in French construction company Vinci.
The Doha-based fund has suffered as much as $12 billion in
losses from stakes in German carmaker Volkswagen, Swiss commodities trader Glencore and the
Agricultural Bank of China, the Financial Times reported in September. The newspaper cited its own
calculations based on Bloomberg
compilations of regulatory filings.
The oil price drop is driving other Gulf sovereign funds to reassess
their European operations. The
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority,
the world’s second-largest wealth
fund, said recently it was planning to close its office in London.
The fund said, however, the move
won’t affect its investments and
commitments in the United Kingdom.
For Hamod, the United States
is a favourable target market for
wealth funds given that it is outperforming other regions economically and offering a wider choice
of investment opportunities across
multiple asset classes. “Anecdotally speaking, our chamber is seeing
more direct investment in the USA
by Arab governments and individuals than at any time in memory,”
he added.
For QIA, an interest in Manhattan is understandable in light of
rising property prices.
Douglas Elliman, a major US real
estate brokerage, said in October
that the average price of a square
foot of real estate in Manhattan hit
a record $1,497 in the third quarter
of 2015.
That was helped by insufficient
inventory, especially for houses
priced at less than $1 million,
which is bolstering competition for
homes and raising the number of
all-cash commitments from buyers.

QIA said on October 28th that it
is taking a 44% stake in a project
called Manhattan West from a subsidiary of investment firm Brookfield Property Partners.
The project is a 650,000-squaremetre development that will include two office towers, stores,
rooftop gardens and restaurants.
It will also have an upscale 62-storey residential building equipped
with a basketball court, climbing
wall and roof deck with grills. It is
slated for completion in 2018.
The Midtown Manhattan development is one block from Pennsylvania Station, the main intercity
railroad station in New York.
QIA has repeatedly indicated in
recent months its interest in the US
market. In the statement announcing the purchase of a part of Manhattan West, Sheikh Abdullah bin
Mohammed al-Thani, chief executive officer of the QIA, said the acquisition is a “further demonstration of QIA’s long-term confidence
in the US market”.

QIA said that it is
taking a 44% stake
in a project called
Manhattan West
from a subsidiary of
investment firm
Brookfield Property
Partners.
In September, the QIA said it was
backing a commercial real estate
investment trust run by a subsidiary of Apollo Global Management,
the private equity and distressed
debt investor led by billionaire
Leon Black. The REIT invests in
commercial mortgages, commercial mortgage-backed securities
and subordinate financings.
Vita Bekker is a New York
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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Saudi king
orders $8 billion
in Egyptian
investments
Saudi Arabia’s King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud ordered the kingdom to invest $8 billion and help
meet Cairo’s petroleum needs in the
next five years.
Saudi Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
announced the king’s decision following a meeting in Cairo with
Egyptian Prime Minister Sherif Ismail. A follow-up session is expected January 5th, the Saudi state news
agency SPA said.
Gulf Arab allies pledged $12 billion at an investment conference
last March after a plea from Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
About $6 billion has been deposited
in the Central Bank of Egypt to replenish dwindling foreign currency
reserves.
The rest was to come as investments, much of it is still being negotiated.
(Agence France-Presse)

EU to appeal
annulment of
Morocco trade
deal

Domaine de Bargylus vineyard in Latakia

Domaine de Bargylus: From war zones
to posh restaurants abroad

Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

t is a high-quality Levantine
wine enjoyed by diners at the
finest restaurants in Europe
and other parts of the world.
Domaine de Bargylus, Syria’s
unique commercial wine, makes a
perilous journey from the war-torn
country, surmounting formidable
challenges, before arriving at the
tables of Michelin-starred eateries,
including L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon, the Mandarin Oriental and
Restaurant Gordon Ramsay in London.
What started as “an exciting and
ambitious adventure” in 2003, has
become a “symbol of perseverance and resilience” of the domain
founders, the Saade family, after
anti-regime protests, which broke
out in Syria in March 2011, degenerated into an outright civil war
claiming the lives of more than
250,000 people.

Bargylus wine is
produced “with the
same criteria” as the
best Bordeaux
wineries and
vineyards.
“It is an achievement by itself not
only to produce wine but one of the
highest quality in a war zone,” said
Sandro Saade, who has been running the winery in the Syrian province of Latakia by “remote control”
with his brother, Karim.
The Beirut-based Saades, a Christian Orthodox family, hail from Latakia in northern Syria, heartland

of Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
Alawite community. The 12-hectare
winery is located at 900 metres on
the slopes of the coastal mountain
range of Jebel al-Ansariye, known
as Mount Bargylus in ancient Roman times.
Sandro Saade explained that
their father, Johnny, wanted to buy
a vineyard in Bordeaux, France,
but ironically, he opted for Syria
because he did not want to produce wine from a distance.
However, Bargylus wine is produced “with the same criteria” as
the best Bordeaux wineries and
vineyards, which makes the “adventure” even more challenging.
Despite the raging war and occasional fighting near the winery,
production continued uninterrupted since 2010, when the first Bargylus bottles from the 2006 vintage
were released.
“Every year [after 2011] harvesting is a challenge,” Saade said. “It is
always a time of stress because we
are never sure that we will be able
to do the picking on time and it is
something that we have to do fast
and with a lot of caution.”
Logistics remain the biggest
nightmare for the producers of the
world’s most perilous wine.
“It is a hell of a problem both
ways — when bottles, corks and
labels imported from France and
Lebanon have to be dispatched
into Syria and when the bottled
wine is to be exported outside the
country,” Saade said.
The annual production of an
average of 45,000 bottles, mainly
reds, is all destined for outside consumption. The risky journey from
Syria sometimes involved waiting
for up to two weeks at the Latakia
port before the merchandise could

be shipped or being stuck at the
border with Lebanon, Bargylus’s
main market with a consumption
of 25%.
The rest has been exported to Europe and Dubai and more recently
to Japan and Hong Kong.
“Because there are no regular
shipping connections between Latakia and Beirut, we often need to
send the merchandise to Port Said
in Egypt, then back to Beirut, and
from there to our warehouse in
Belgium,” explained Saade. “It is a
huge voyage that we do in winter,
as the bottles can spend three to
four weeks at sea before reaching
Belgium.”
Running the winery from a distance is a hard task for the Saade
brothers who have not set foot in
Syria since the outbreak of the war.
Fighting came very close to the
winery two years ago, with mortar
shells crashing into the vineyards,
although there was little damage
and no casualties.
“Latakia is relatively stable but it
is not completely shielded from incursions. Every 12 months we have
some sort of instability near us
but nothing serious so far, thanks
God,” the young entrepreneur said.
The brothers are in constant contact with their staff of more than
30 local workers, especially with
the approach of harvest in September and October, when samples of
grapes have to be dispatched hurriedly across the border to Lebanon
for tasting by renowned French
wine consultant Stéphane Derenoncourt.
The samples are placed in ice
buckets and sent by taxi to Beirut,
a trip that takes four hours if no
hurdles are encountered on the
way. “The grapes are tasted four

or five times before we decide that
they are ripe for harvesting. Also
samples of the wines are checked
throughout production and tested
in labs in France and Lebanon,”
Saade pointed out.
Socio-cultural challenges create
additional difficulties facing the tenacious wine producers. In a country with one-third of its population
displaced by conflict, maintaining
a stable workforce is not simple.
Changing salaries into US dollars,
after the Syrian pound had plummeted, was one way of securing
staff stability.

“It is an
achievement by
itself not only to
produce wine but
one of the highest
quality in a war
zone,” said Sandro
Saade.
Creating a wine culture in Syria
was an uphill battle. “We had to
build up everything from scratch,”
Saade said. “It included installing
the agricultural philosophy behind wine making and educating
the people about keeping the land
clean and the vine in a healthy environment.”
Bargylus has not won any
awards, though it was cited in The
World Atlas of Wine as “the finest
wine produced in the Eastern Mediterranean”.
“Our award is in the recognition
we’re having internationally, not
only as being able to produce wine
in a period of war, but to produce
a high-quality wine,” Saade concluded.

The European Union will challenge a decision by the bloc’s top
court to annul a farm trade deal with
Morocco because it involved the disputed region of Western Sahara.
Vowing to appeal the European
Court of Justice’s decision, EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini
said the European Union’s international agreements should be respected.
The court annulled the trade deal
signed in March 2012 between Morocco and the European Union because it failed to explicitly refer to
Western Sahara, leaving open the
possibility that the accord would apply to the disputed region.
The case was taken to the Luxembourg-based court by the Polisario
Front, a movement in Western Sahara that has been campaigning for
independence with the backing of
Morocco’s arch-rival Algeria.
Morocco took control of most of
the territory in November 1975 after the end of Spanish colonisation,
unleashing a war for independence
that lasted until 1991.
(Agence France-Presse)

Qatar gas tanker
helps vary
Poland’s energy
supplies
The first gas carrier from Qatar arrived in Poland to help the EU member diversify its energy supplies and
reduce dependence on Russia. The
Al Nuaman vessel carried 210,000
cubic metres of gas to the Polish port
of Swinoujscie.
“For the first time ever, Poland
has received a gas delivery from the
Middle East,” said Deputy Finance
Minister Henryk Baranowski. “As
soon as the (Swinoujscie) terminal is
launched, Poland will be able to import liquefied natural gas practically
from any place in the world.”
Sea Industry and Navigation Minister Marek Grobarczyk said the new
supply route would facilitate talks
with Russian gas giant Gazprom.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Climate pact called ‘historic’ but change
could take decades
James Bruce

Beirut

T

he historic agreement
signed in Paris on December 12th by the leaders
of nearly 200 countries
to work together to curb
global warming is one of the most
important international pacts ever
made and took decades of bitter
wrangling to achieve.
The agreement, reached after intense backroom lobbying amid what
is expected to be the hottest year on
record, spells a sharp downturn for
the international oil industry as the
world moves away from fossil fuels, which lie at the root of climate
change, a move that will hit the Middle East hard and change its economic base and the region’s future.
This process, one that has occurred several times as mankind
adapted to new resources and technologies, could take decades as new,
carbon-free resources and more
energy-efficient technology are developed.

The legally binding
Paris agreement will
take effect in 2020.
“Regardless of which resource rises to the top, oil will not disappear
entirely, just as coal did not vanish
before it,” the US-based global security consultancy Stratfor observed
in a December 14th analysis. “Its
importance will wane, however, as
will the status of those that produce
it.”
Environmental groups saw the
agreement as a turning point. The
pact, declared Greenpeace International Executive Director Kumi
Naidoo, “will cause consternation
in the boardrooms of coal companies and the palaces of oil-exporting
states”.
For the Middle East, which con-

tains approximately half the world’s
oil reserves, the change will be particularly difficult even as the Paris
pact strives to head off potentially
disastrous climate change effects
that threaten the region.
“Whether the shift will be towards nuclear power, natural gas,
renewable or some combination of
the three, the shift away from oil is
already well under way and the Paris agreement will simply speed the
process along,” Stratfor noted.
Some regional states are already
striving to find new energy sources.
Morocco is working on a massive
solar energy programme that could
end up providing electricity for
much of southern Europe. The Gulf
states are doing the same in a frantic quest for renewables. Meantime,
they are producing as much oil as
they can.
Iran, the United Arab Emirates
and Qatar are exploiting their vast
natural gas holdings and Iraq, Algeria and Libya have plans to utilise
gas reserves while new reserves
have been found in the eastern
Mediterranean that could transform the economies of Israel, Lebanon, the Palestinian territories and
Egypt, and eventually Syria as well.
But there is always the risk that
these energy riches will trigger conflict, just as oil has figured highly in
strategic rivalries over the years.
The oil age began about a century ago in the south-west of what
was then Persia, when an adventurous English businessman, William
D’Arcy, struck oil on May 26, 1908, at
a remote spot called Masjid-e Suleiman. Discoveries were also made in
Mesopotamia and the Arabian Gulf
over the following two decades.
These transformed the global
economic system and spawned the
rise of the fabulously wealthy Arab
and Persian dynasties and a strategic power struggle that has kept
the Middle East seething in turmoil
ever since. Nevertheless, the legally
binding Paris agreement, hammered out by consensus in 13 days

Workers dismantle the venue which hosted the COP21 United Nations conference on climate change
in Le Bourget, near Paris, on December 14th.
of negotiations and heavily supported by the United States and China, the two leading carbon-burning
powers, will take effect in 2020.
It is aimed at curbing, as quickly as
possible, carbon dioxide emissions
from burning fossil fuels such as oil
and coal, to limit global warming to
“well below” 2 degrees Celsius and,
if possible, under 1.5 degrees, and
intensifying their efforts every five
years to eliminate greenhouse gas
emissions this century.
The world is already 0.75 degrees
warmer than before the industrial
revolution in the 1800s.
The Paris agreement, to have legal force, has to be ratified by at
least 55% of the 195 countries that

adopted it without objection on
December 12th. This multi-trilliondollar undertaking is considered essential for the survival of the planet
and everyone on it by averting a
global calamity that will turn Earth
into a furnace, with sea levels rising
to flood low-lying regions that contain many of the world’s major cities, industrial centres and farmland,
and drying up water resources.
This can only be achieved if much
deeper cuts in emissions than most
countries have been planning, or
which most developing countries
can afford, are achieved. The question of who will pay for all this has
divided the rich and poor states for
20 years.

Some scientists question whether
the major contributors to global
warming, the industrial nations,
will be able to achieve the 1.5-degree goal to remove huge quantities
of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere in time to do any good because the technologies required to
do so have not been developed.
But despite the doomsayers, the
consensus achieved in Paris is remarkable and points to the most determined effort yet to arrest global
warming and the violent climatic
changes it is already bringing about,
as well as the prospect of conflicts
around the globe as people struggle
for access to dwindling resources
like water and farmland.

Morocco set to launch the world’s largest solar farm
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco is to launch
its first solar power
plant by the end of
December as part of
a massive clean energy programme aimed at reducing
energy imports.
The $9 billion Noor project, 20km
from Ouarzazate, is expected to
produce 580 megawatts (MW) once
all phases are complete, supplying
electricity to 1 million homes.
Launched by King Mohammed
VI in 2013, the first phase will generate 160 MW. Noor 2 and Noor 3,
which are to be operational in 2016

and 2017, respectively, will each
generate 160 MW. Noor 4 is designed to produce 70 MW through
photovoltaic technology.
The project, which will be the
world’s largest solar energy farm,
has put the North African country
on the world map for clean energy.
It is part of the country’s energy
strategy to meet 42% of its total
power needs by 2020 through renewable energy and reduce its
heavy dependency on fuel energy
by 20%.
Morocco is the biggest energy
importer in the Middle East and
North Africa. Record high global
prices in 2014 had a negative effect
on the country’s investments in
sectors such as health and education.

The country imports almost 95%
of its energy needs. This could be
reduced to 75% by 2020 thanks
to the energy generated by solar,
wind and hydroelectric power.

Morocco is the
biggest energy
importer in the
Middle East and
North Africa.
Speaking at the ministerial meeting of the International Energy
Agency (IEA), Moroccan Energy
Minister, Abdelkader Amara said
that investment of $35 billion was
needed for the electricity sector
and renewable energy projects.
“Morocco has initiated the

implementation of major programmes in renewable energy between 2015 and 2025, with the aim
to achieve an additional capacity
of 6,760 MW… 3,120 MW is solar,
2,740 MW is wind and 900 MW is
hydroelectric,” Amara said.
The Noor plant is expected to
help Morocco reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 240,000 tonnes
per year initially and by 522,000
tonnes when phases two and three
are in operation, the Energy Ministry said.
Morocco seeks to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 32%
by 2030. It has also decided to
abolish the production of plastic
bags from July 1, 2016.
Morocco started producing electricity at Africa’s largest wind farm

Solar mirrors at the Noor 1 concentrated solar power plant, outside the central Moroccan town of Ouarzazate.

in its south-western coastal region
of Tarfaya in 2014.
“Things have been going well so
far. We will probably go beyond
2,000 MW by 2020 in the area of
wind power,” said Amara.
Morocco is to host the upcoming UN Conference of Parties to
the Convention on Climate Change
(COP22) next year.
“Marrakech COP22 will be an edition of innovation in adaptation to
and mitigation of climate change
effects,” said Morocco’s Minister
Delegate for Environment Hakima
El Haite at a plenary session of
COP21 in Paris.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Marriage under pressure

War takes toll on weddings in Syria
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

Z

iad, a young man from
the southern Syrian province of Deraa, was looking
forward to the small ceremony he had planned for
his wedding but the “big day” was
not as he had expected. The ceremony was cancelled after a cousin
of his bride went missing at a rebel
checkpoint.
“After a three-month engagement period, I went with my father
to my fiancée’s family to finalise
the wedding preparations but we
were surprised by their request not
to hold any ceremony.
It turned out that a cousin had
been kidnapped just a few days
earlier,” Ziad said.
Syria’s gruesome civil war, now
in its fifth year, has taken its toll on
all aspects of life, including deeprooted traditions that normally go
with marriage preparations and
ceremonies.

Wedding parties
have become much
more discreet,
without any
eccentricity and
restricted to the
families and close
relatives.
The war did not stop Syrians
from marrying, although it has become a very expensive endeavour
and has largely undermined wedding expectations and priorities.
Zeina, a newlywed from the
embattled city of Homs, has been
sharing a small apartment with her
in-laws in rural Damascus. Her privacy with her husband is restricted
to a 12-square-metre bedroom. “All
my dreams in having a well-furnished and equipped apartment of
my own have vanished,” she said.
“My ‘dream house’ is now a small
room with sponge mattresses laid

on the floor.
“Nonetheless, I should not complain, there are many Syrians who
cannot find a roof to sleep under.
Many of my relatives have fled and
are living in refugee camps in Lebanon and Turkey.”
Some Syrians insist on making
their wedding a special day, though
it is a pale replica of pre-war ceremonies. Wedding parties have become much more discreet, without
any eccentricity and restricted to
the families and close relatives of
the bride and the groom.
Timing has also changed and
ceremonies that used to go on until the early morning hours are reduced to a few hours in the afternoon, mainly before dusk, due to
the security hurdles and risks of
staying out late.
Majed, from the town of Jdeidet
Artouz in rural Damascus, recalls
the brief summer wedding ceremony of his cousin and his bride, who
hails from Sahnaya, a small city 4
kilometres away.
“We tried as much as possible to
respect traditions by holding the
ceremony in a wedding hall but
everything was over by seven in
the evening, in order for the guests
who came from Sahnaya to return
home before sunset, because the
road that crosses through Daraya
is fraught with dangers and is the
scene of almost daily military operations,” Majed explained.
Inflation, death or kidnapping,
displacement of millions of families and soaring prices have forced
couples to adjust wedding priorities. Idriss Suleiman from the Yarmouk Camp area of Damascus did
not want to have any ceremony
because of financial and logistical
constraints.
“After our forced displacement
from Yarmouk, my family and relatives were dispersed in different
parts of Damascus, which made
it difficult to gather them in one
place,” Suleiman said. “I did not
want to have a ceremony at all but
my friends and relatives insisted on
celebrating and paid the rent of the
wedding hall, which they chose in a
central location.”

A groom and bride pose near a mortar and damaged buildings in the northern Syrian town of Kobani,
on October 23rd.
In pre-conflict Syria, not everyone could afford a wedding ceremony in a pubic hall or a hotel. For
couples with limited income, the
celebration took place in the street
just outside their new home, animated by special wedding bands.
“In Jaramana, streets and public
squares were common places to
celebrate weddings but such manifestations have been banned since
the beginning of the war, out of
fear from shelling or bomb explosions targeting crowds,” said Mohamad Ibrahim, who lives in the
town south of Damascus.
Also those who could afford to
have a proper wedding ceremony
before the war are no longer capable of meeting the cost amid soaring prices of food and cloth. Celebrations that used to last for a week
in certain instances are confined to
a few hours or cancelled altogether.
Money is saved for more important

matters, such as the engagement
ring, a roof and furniture.
“Having furniture has become
a burden, especially when one is
displaced and can only carry some
cloth and valuable possessions
such as money and gold,” Zeina
said bitterly.
“But even the gold and jewellery that I had dreamed to wear on
my wedding day, was reduced to a
mere engagement band.”
While residents of Damascus
could still have wedding ceremonies, their compatriots in Raqqa
and other parts of Syrian territory
falling under the dominion of the
Islamic State (ISIS), marriage celebrations or manifestations are
banned.
Ibrahim al-Hamid from Tel
Hamam in rural Raqqa said his
cousin received an ISIS “gift” of 20
lashes on his wedding day for seeking to celebrate his marriage.

“An ISIS member heard children
singing in celebration and accused
the groom’s family of bringing in
girls to sing. The militants took
away the groom to ISIS headquarters in the city of Slouk where they
gave him 20 lashes,” Hamid said.
Even wedding convoys and offering drinks and food have been
banned in ISIS areas on the grounds
that it is “a waste of money and extravagance”.
Despite the devastating conflict
and financial hardships, many couples insist on making their wedding
a special day, though it is much less
pompous than during peacetime,
showing resilience and a resolve to
go on with their lives normally as
much as possible.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
covering Syria since 1995.

Economic cost discourages marriages in Egypt
which can bring prices down.
“An increase in investments and
production will eventually raise citizens’ income,” Sherif said. “These
can be good solutions for the problem in fact.”
Sherif added that current economic conditions make it difficult
for youths to get married and when
they do they fail to protect the marriage because of increasing financial
pressures. In 2013, total marriages
dropped 1.4% across Egypt while divorces rose 4.7%, according to CAPMAS.

Mohamed Zain

Cairo

T

he last time Karim Mustafa
tried to marry was almost
four years ago but he was
afraid he would be rejected because of his lack of
money. Once he overcame his fear,
Mustafa proposed but was stunned
to learn that love alone would not
get him the bride he wanted.
“The girl’s parents put a long list
of demands on the table: a flat, furniture and a golden engagement
present, to name but a few,” Mustafa said. “The problem was that I was
the least prepared to meet any of
these demands.”
Mustafa’s adventure came to
nothing and he decided never to
think of marriage before he was financially ready. He is 31 now and
does not think he will be financially
ready before the age of 40, if he is
lucky.
He is not, however, alone in this.
Official data on the number of people in Egypt who are not married
proves the point: About 13 million
Egyptians over the age of 35 — 10.5
million women and 2.5 million men
— are unmarried.
Sociologist Samia al-Khashab,
who teaches at Ain Shams University, blames Egypt’s economic
conditions for the failure of a large
number of men and women to get
married.
“Economic conditions play a
major role in the failure of these
men and women to get married,”
Khashab said. “A financially inca-

In 2013, total
marriages dropped
1.4% across Egypt
while divorces rose
4.7%, according to
CAPMAS.
Costly enterprise. Egyptian bride and groom during their wedding party in Cairo.
pable and unemployed man cannot
honour his marriage-related financial commitments.”
A recent report by the Central
Agency for Public Mobilisation and
Statistics (CAPMAS), the research
arm of the Egyptian government,
said that almost 12.8% (3.6 million)
of Egypt’s workforce of 28 million
was unemployed in the third quarter of 2015.
Unemployment was a scourge for
decades and was mainly about the
failure of the country’s economy to
generate jobs for hundreds of thousands of new graduates every year.

In recent years, however, unemployment started to have political
dimensions, especially after the
2011 uprising.
Rampant instability and insecurity after the revolution scared investors away and slowed down the
tourism and service sectors, main
employers in Egypt.
When he proposed to the girl he
loved four years ago, Mustafa was
unemployed. He now sells computers at a major store in downtown
Cairo. The money he earns, however, is hardly enough for him to buy
the flat or other items needed for

marriage.
“Housing and furniture prices are
on a continual rise,” he said. “Suppose I save money enough to buy a
flat, can I put food on the table for
my family after marriage?”
In the past six years, the price of
housing more than doubled, according to economists. The same increases affected the prices of many
commodities.
Economics Professor Mukhtar alSherif suggested a more vibrant government policy be implemented to
attract foreign investments to create
jobs and also increase production,

The agency says that 909,350
marriages were registered in 2013
compared with 922,425 marriages in
2012. It notes that a total of 162,583
divorces were registered in 2013
compared with 155,621 divorces in
2012.
Khashab warns against leaving
the nation’s unmarried men and
women to fend for themselves in
their pursuit of marriage.
“The failure of these men and
women to get married opens the
door for an endless list of social ills,”
Khashab said. “The government
must intervene by subsidising housing and marriage requirements to
help all these people tie the knot.”
Mohamed Zain is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Egypt introduces
measures against
human trafficking
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gypt announced plans to
introduce a law against
human trafficking that
would carry heavy penalties, including prison
time and hefty fines, on convicted
traffickers. The measure would also
establish a new court to look into
human trafficking.
“Traffickers work very freely here
simply because they know that
they will not be arrested and if they
are arrested, they will not be punished any time soon,” said Ahmed
Muselhi, a member of the Egyptian
Bar Association’s Human Trafficking Department. “The lack of punishment just encourages traffickers
to work even more.”

Anti-trafficking
activists say fighting
trafficking in
persons in Egypt will
take more than the
introduction of a
new law.
Egypt has long been the destination of large numbers of migrants
escaping conflicts, famine and
tough economic conditions in Africa. The Trafficking in Persons Report, issued by the US State Department, described Egypt as a “source,
transit and destination country for
men, women and children subjected to forced labour and sex trafficking”.
“Egyptian children, including

those among the estimated 200,000
to 1 million street children, are vulnerable to sex trafficking and forced
labour in domestic service, begging
and agricultural work,” according
to the 2015 report.
It said “individuals from the
Gulf” purchase Egyptian women
and girls for “temporary” or “summer” marriages for the purpose
of prostitution or forced labour.
“These arrangements are often facilitated by victims’ parents and
marriage brokers, who profit from
the transaction,” it said.
Child sex tourism, the report
said, occurs primarily in Cairo, the
coastal city of Alexandria and the
southern city of Luxor.
Syrian refugees in Egypt are “increasingly vulnerable to trafficking”, according to the report, which
adds that men and women from
south and south-eastern Asia and
east Africa “are subjected to forced
labour in domestic service, construction, cleaning and begging”.
The Sinai peninsula has always
been a hotbed of trafficking, where
numerous groups of traffickers help
the refugees cross into Israel. Some
refugees were forced into sex or labour and others were subject to extortion, the report said.
In recent years, lawlessness in
neighbouring Libya and the civil
war in Syria have posed new challenges for Egyptians working
against human trafficking.
Some Sinai traffickers were reported to have moved to Egypt’s
western desert to facilitate the
movement of African migrants or
Syrian refugees into Libya and then
to Europe, causing alarm in Europe,
especially Italy, which has been
receiving growing numbers of mi-

Egyptian medical staff providing care to Syrian refugees. In the background, Coast Guards processing
other refugees after arrest.
grants in recent years.
Egypt’s new law on human trafficking would stipulate penalties
for traffickers, according to Alaa
Awad, the head of the Ministry of
Immigration’s Human Trafficking
Department. He said the law would
soon be finalised by his ministry
and then be subject to nationwide
discussions before being voted on.
According to media reports, the
law introduces a specific definition
of terms such as “human trafficking”, “traffickers” and “trafficking
victims”.
The law stipulates prison sentences for traffickers and fines of
50,000-200,000 Egyptian pounds
($6,250-$25,000) for traffickers.
If trafficking is committed by a
group of people, carried out with
the aim of staging terrorist attacks or results in the death of trafficked persons, traffickers could
be sentenced to prison and fined
200,000-500,000 Egyptian pounds

($25,000-$62,500).
Another codicil would make it
necessary for the Egyptian government to protect trafficking victims.
There is also a section that obliges
the government to coordinate deportation of victims with the foreign ministries of their home countries.

Egypt has long been
the destination of
large numbers of
migrants escaping
conflicts.
Anti-trafficking activists say,
however, fighting trafficking in persons in Egypt will take more than
the introduction of a new law and
the creation of a human trafficking
court.
“Enforcing the laws is even more
important, in fact,” said Saeed Abdel Hafez, the head of local non-

governmental organisation National Dialogue Forum for Development
and Human Rights. “And to enforce
the law, Egypt needs to have the
political will to act against this dangerous phenomenon.”
Abdel Hafez and like-minded observers say Egypt previously lacked
the will to act against human trafficking.
He said the state-run National
Council for Human Rights once had
its own anti-human trafficking department. The department advised
the government on strategies to
fight trafficking and prevent Egyptian youths from falling victim to
local or international traffickers.
“The department was closed
down years ago and the council has
not tried to revive it again,” Abdel
Hafez said. “If the government is
really serious about fighting trafficking now, it should investigate
why it stopped fighting it in the
past.”

El Asira’s sharia-compliant sensuality
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

N

ever did entrepreneur
Abdelaziz
Aouragh
think he would be identified as a purveyor of
halal sex products. But
Western news reports, based more
on froth than fact and a profound
misunderstanding of marketing
female luxury products, pushed
Aouragh to educate his customers
on the distinction between sex and
sensuality.
Aouragh is the founder of Amsterdam-based El Asira, which is
Arabic for “The Society” or “The
Tribe”. His company sells luxury
body care products to enhance the
sensuality of the love lives of Muslims and non-Muslims. El Asira’s
marketing plan provides “a unique
blend of Agarwood and Argan cosmetics for body and soul” for women to “feel admired. Feel loved. Feel
sensual.”

Think of the
intimacy of
Victoria’s Secret
rolled into
pharmaceuticalquality body oils and
creams.
So, no, the image of seedy adult
store does not apply. Think of the
intimacy of Victoria’s Secret rolled
into pharmaceutical-quality body
oils and creams.
“We have leisure and body care
products and some items are for
intimacy like cooling and warming
creams,” Aouragh said. “Our branding fits perfectly for Muslims living

a certain lifestyle.”
Aouragh said he was in negotiations with a group of potential investors to open a concept store in
Saudi Arabia. He consulted with
Saudi religious authorities to ensure his products are sharia-compliant. The ingredients are halal
and his products’ uses are permitted under Islamic law. He already
has a distributor for his products
to retail shops in the United Arab
Emirates, Maldives and Malaysia.
“We are interested and we have
the ambition to open a concept
store in Mecca or another Saudi
city,” Aouragh said.
By opening such a store, El Asira
makes its appeal to a specific lifestyle. Aouragh can draw on his experience of producing female luxury products and put that experience
to practical use to test the reactions
of his customers on a micro scale,
he said.
Aouragh sees the typical El Asira
consumer as reflective of all demographics. “Muslims and non-Muslims appreciate our philosophy and
our experience,” he said. “They are
enthusiastic and a logical follow-up
would be that they will talk about
us in a positive way. It’s hard to pinpoint a specific demographic.”
Aouragh may be reluctant to say
so, but his customer base is pretty
clear. An estimated 52% of the 1.6
billion Muslims worldwide are under the age of 25, making young
women potentially the largest consumer of El Asira’s halal cosmetics
and body care products. According
to Trade Arabia, a business newsletter covering the Middle East,
Muslim consumer spending is expected to hit $2.6 trillion by 2020,
a significant increase from $1.8 trillion in 2014.
To develop a strong customer
base Aouragh is focusing on Islamic

Saudi women shop at a lingerie store in the Saudi Red Sea port of
Jeddah.
branding that targets the untapped
Muslim buyer by offering products
that adhere to sharia principles.
Halal products are free of pork byproducts and alcohol in make-up,
shampoos, lotions, oils and creams.
The Halal Industry Development
Corporation reported that halalcertified beauty product sales have
reached $5 billion annually. Multinational companies such as Avon
and Colgate-Palmolive are making
forays into Muslim countries. In
Saudi Arabia, the body care market
is expected to reach $7.5 billion in
2018, according to analyst Euromonitor International.
For many companies, Islamic
branding may be the next best
thing to attract new consumers but
it’s actually been practiced since at
least the 1980s. The chocolate company Nestlé was an early pioneer
in using sharia-compliant prod-

ucts with about 20% of its facilities
producing halal Kit Kat chocolate
bars and Nescafé. Wal-Mart in the
United States has been selling halal
products since 2008.
Although El Asira’s ambitions
are big, it remains a small company only 6 years old. “In 2011-12 we
were offered a store but we were
too fresh, too young and too small
to open a retail store,” Aouragh
said. El Asira, which has no employees other than Aouragh, remains a
minor player among the multinational companies that have more
resources. To open a retail shop,
companies must provide a line of
products up to 200 items. El Asira
has about 20 products.
Aouragh has solved that problem
by working with Beate Uhse AG, a
German company that specialises
in erotica with a focus on women’s
fashion and style. Aouragh said

that he has the logistical support of
Beate Uhse’s 700-member staff.
El Asira’s newcomer status has
not intimidated Aouragh. He sees
Durex, the United Kingdom-based
company with an extensive range
of body products, as his direct competitor. Admittedly, Aouragh says
he has his work cut out for him. But
he is slowly expanding his line to
include lingerie and perhaps condoms, which is Durex’s signature
product.
Aouragh’s goal is to carve a niche
in Saudi Arabia and other Muslim
countries with his emphasis on Islamic branding.
Ehsan Ahrari, a foreign affairs
consultant on the Middle East for
the Virginia-based Strategic Paradigms, said Saudi Arabia’s relatively new membership in the World
Trade Organisation would make it
easier for multinational companies
to do business in the kingdom.
“There are enormous benefits for
Saudi Arabia’s economy stemming
from its newly acquired membership in WTO,” Ahrari said. “However, the chief problems will revolve
around its ability and willingness to
open its economy, invite global capital… and most importantly minimise the conflicts between Islamic
laws and laws of global economic
community.”
With the religious community’s
blessing, Aouragh doesn’t see that
as a problem. He is charting an open
path to Saudi Arabia. The country,
he said, has a special place in his
heart. An outlet in the kingdom
would serve Saudi consumers well,
he said.
“Saudi Arabia for me is a beautiful country — Ardh al Tawheed
(Land of the unity of the Shahada),”
he said. “I respect Saudi Arabia very
much and my products are inspired
by Saudi Arabia.”
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Al-Saqi: Not your average
London bookstore
Atef Bseiso

London

A

l-Saqi
bookshop
is
housed in a conspicuous building in London’s
Bayswater district. With
colonnades and arches
topped by 11 staring busts, its architecture recalls ruins that are found
across Europe, North Africa and the
Middle East.
Above the door hangs a yellow
sign with a blue emblem, depicting a hunched figure passing water
to thirsty children: al-saqi – “the
water-seller” — a historic symbol of
Arab desert societies.
It is an appropriate home for a
company that has been a hub for
cultural exchange since its inception more than three decades ago.
Over the years the Saqi team faced
censorship, war, death threats and
Israeli missiles — as well as the inevitable hardships of independent
bookselling.
It is an impressive tale of survival and success, but a humble one;
owner Salwa Gaspard notes most
proudly that for those who visit, the
small shop “still feels like home”.
Al-Saqi was founded in 1979
by the late author and artist Mai
Ghoussoub and her childhood
friend, publisher Andre Gaspard,
Salwa Gaspard’s husband. In their
youth both were members of Marxist organisations but upon the outbreak of the Lebanese civil war in
1975 their efforts shifted towards
humanitarianism and helping to
establish medical dispensaries in
quarters of Beirut that were lacking
in supplies.
The charity work continued until Ghoussoub was injured in 1977
while driving a wounded Pales-

tinian to hospital; a brave act in a
sectarian conflict as she was born a
Maronite Christian.
After moving to London for treatment on her wounded eye, Gaspard
said: “Mai noticed that there were
many Arabs in the city, from Lebanon, the Emirates, Egypt — from all
over the Arab world, and nowhere
to buy books in Arabic. When our
shop opened we were the first one.”
The store opened in West London with elbow grease and funding
provided by acquaintances. “Mai
would always tell the story of how
she and Andre would decide who
to send the catalogues to,” Gaspard said. “She ended up opening a
phone book and picking out names
that sounded Arabic or slightly exotic.”

What Saqi truly
succeeds at is
interpreting people
through an
internationalist
perspective.
The store expanded to include
books in English on Middle Eastern culture and politics and began
publishing under its own literary
imprint (run today by Salwa and
Andre’s daughter, Lynn Gaspard).
It became known for vibrant readings and parties, lauded in publications from the Financial Times
to the Guardian and frequented by
Notting Hill celebrities. It became
a landmark for Arabs in London as
well as intellectuals within the diaspora, praised by such towering figures as Edward Said.
The Saqi ethos leans to the left,
perhaps instinctively, and its name
grew in stature thanks to a reputation for selling contentious literature. People continue to “look for

books that have been banned. I have
to ask them which government has
censored the books they’re after; we
don’t have a banned books section,”
Gaspard said in a tone that gives the
impression of a running joke.
If Saqi owes any of its fame to its
rebellious nature, it is accidental.
“Most of the time, you can’t know
which books will be prohibited,”
said Gaspard, citing as an example a
seemingly innocuous biography of
King Faisal bin Abdulaziz that was
banned by the Saudi Arabian government when it was published in
2013.
Notable Saqi titles on the store’s
bookshelves — Arabic books line
one wall of the shop, English books
another — include Brian Whitaker’s
Unspeakable Love: Gay and Lesbian Life in the Middle East, biblical
scholar Reza Aslan’s Zealot: The Life
and Times of Jesus of Nazareth and
Abdel Bari Atwan’s Islamic State.
Saqi clearly does not shy from
sex, religion or politics, the natural focus of any censorship regime.
This has occasionally demanded a
price. “We had our front windows
smashed,” Gaspard said. “Since
then, we’re careful of what we put
in the window display.”
Upon receiving threatening messages after the fatwa against Salman
Rushdie was issued, “The police
asked us if we couldn’t just sell The
Satanic Verses under the table, and
we did,” she said.
During the 2006 war in Lebanon,
the warehouse of Dar al-Saqi (Saqi’s
sister publishing house in Beirut,
founded in 1987 and run by Andre
Gaspard) was bombed by an Israeli
warplane.
From its birth, the Saqi enterprise
has been inextricably tied to worlds
of conflict. Recent publications include Lebanon, Lebanon, writings
and drawings in support of Leba-

nese children traumatised by war,
and Syria Speaks, a collection of
artistic responses by Syrians to the
violence in their homeland which
won an English PEN award.
Saqi’s dedication to a culture of
translation has remained strong. As
Gaspard says, “The more the Middle
East is in the news, the more people will tend to gravitate towards
certain topics but we try to offer as
wide a variety of perspectives as
possible. It’s not all politics and religion. We sell books on food, drink,
art, travel.”

What Saqi truly succeeds at is
interpreting people through an internationalist perspective, which
has led its Middle Eastern focus to
widen over time. Saqi’s fiction imprint, Telegram, features authors
translated from several languages.
The Saqi family understands the
value of an intimate avenue to cultural exploration; poetry, of course,
will always have its special place on
an Arab bookshelf.
Atef Bseiso is an Arab Weekly
contributor in London.

Egyptian bookseller ALEF opens store in London
— which has been serving London’s
expat Arab community since 1978.
But Taylor said that London is big
enough for two Arabic bookstores.
“We are not seeking to compete
with Saqi Books. Our store is very
different in nature to Saqi,” she
said. “Primarily, we have a large
children’s section and are trying to
appeal to the whole families. We
are a store where Mum, Dad, your
3-year-old and your teenager can all
purchase books, whether they are
Arabic or English.

Mahmud el-Shafey

London

J

ust a few doors down from
221b Baker Street, the home
of fictional British detective Sherlock Holmes, a
new Egyptian bookshop has
opened in London, seamlessly joining the cultural fabric of the British
capital.
Well-known Egyptian bookseller
ALEF has opened its first international branch in London, catering
to the city’s large Arab expat community, as well as other Londoners
who want to learn more about the
Middle East, or buy a Sherlock Holmes book.
“We have had a very positive reaction to the [London] store with
people visiting and following us
on social media through Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram. It is all very
early days yet,” store manager Farah Taylor said.
“It would be great to see more of
the Arab community visit the store.
We have a wide selection of books
available in Arabic, including children’s books, as well as a great collection of Arabic authors translated
into English,” she added.
The London store, bright and
well-lit, has tables of books showcasing English-language volumes
on the Middle East, or English-language translations of well-known
Arabic novels, alongside bookshelves of more regular fare. An
inconspicuous alcove close to the
front counter leads to the Arabic
section, which offers a fine selection of Arabic-language novels and
non-fiction.
ALEF was founded in 2009 as
a unique upscale bookstore for

“This is ALEF
Bookstores’ first
international store
outside of Egypt and
hopefully the first of
many across
Europe.”

Egypt’s urban elite, competing with
the more-established Diwan Bookstore. Within its first year, ALEF
underwent rapid expansion, opening six branches across the country. ALEF now has 33 stores across
Egypt, in addition to its new London shop.
The chain mastered social media
to attract new customers and keep
previous visitors coming back. It
also launched the Knowledge Taxi
project in 2010 to much critical acclaim, turning a number of Cairo’s
taxis into mobile libraries.
ALEF’s London branch opens
at a time when the UK bookseller

industry is going through a transition period with the number of independent bookshops in decline
and stiff competition among major
chains due to the rise of Amazon
and ebooks.
But ALEF has a trick or two up
its sleeve and will seek not just to
be a bookstore but also a cultural
hub for London’s Arab community, which is one of the largest in
the world outside of Arab nations
themselves.
‘We intend to host book signings, talks and children’s storytime sessions and maybe even an
Arabic Book Club from early next

year. I want to carve out an events
programme that is a little different
to your average high street bookshop. An events programme that
celebrates our Middle East heritage with a variety of events in both
English and Arabic,” Taylor said.
“There are such amazing Arabic
writers out there and I would like
to introduce everyone in London
to them. We want our bookshop to
provide a good mix of British and
Arab culture and hopefully appeals
to everyone looking for a place to
buy great books.”
London has another major Arabic bookshop — Al Saqi Bookshop

“We have a wide selection of Arabic fiction in stock. And we also sell
a few Saqi publications. Speaking
to customers, many of our Middle
East customers are keen to encourage their children to pick up Arabic
books, hopefully we can help parents with that by offering a good selection of books in a warm and inviting place. This is not something
that has previously been available
to the Arab community in London.”
According to its mission statement, ALEF aims “to create highly knowledgeable, intellectual
and well-read Arab communities
throughout the world”.
As for whether ALEF will expand
beyond London to cater to Arab
expats in France, Germany or elsewhere, Taylor said: “This is ALEF
Bookstores’ first international store
outside of Egypt and hopefully the
first of many across Europe.”
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Jordan baptism
site magnet to
visitors
Roufan Nahhas

Southern Shuneh

O

n the eastern bank of the
Jordan river lies a site
where John the Baptist
is believed to have baptised Jesus.
For decades, al-maghtas, Arabic
for the “baptism” site, was thought
to be on the western side of the biblical river in the West Bank and under Israeli military rule.
However, Arab Christian theologians, aided by historians and archaeologists, determined in the late
1990s that the baptismal site was instead on the Jordanian side in a biblical area called “Bethany”. Other
biblical references had it as “Bethany Beyond the Jordan”, pointing to
the eastern bank of the Jordan river.
Indeed, Bethany existed all those
years in modern-day Jordan, commonly known by its Arabic name
Beit Enya on the banks of the Jordan.
Excavations in the area unearthed
remains of what is believed to have
been an ancient church, a water
system for irrigation and drinking
and even a shelter said to be where
Prophet Elijah lived. Churches and
rest houses have since been built on
the site.

The baptism site
is less than an
hour drive west
of Amman.
However, disputes arose with
Israel over the exact location of
the site. Both countries, bound by
diplomatic ties and close security
cooperation under a peace treaty,
compete for tourism on the river.
The controversy swelled in 2000,
when the Vatican announced the
site as part of Christian pilgrimage
areas. That year, Pope John Paul II
visited, making the Vatican’s recognition of the site official. His
two successors have visited since
— Pope Benedict XVI in 2009 and
Pope Francis in 2014.
In July, the UN cultural agency
UNESCO officially designated the
baptism site on the Jordanian side
part of its World Heritage list.
Scholars insist it is difficult to ascertain where Jesus was baptised.
“We don’t have any sites with
evidence or archaeological remains
that were continuously venerated
from the first century on,” said
Jodi Magness, an archaeologist at
the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.
But tourists seem content to be in
an area Jesus once strolled.
“I’m in the Jordan river, in Bethany, where Jesus was and this is all
that matters to me,” said Jean Zadioca of San Diego, California.
The Greek Orthodox tourist, who
travelled to Jordan with friends re-

cently to be baptised again, said the
“area is so holy.”
“It’s simply breathtaking,” she
said.
The Bible’s New Testament, in
Matthew Chapter 3, says when Jesus left the river after being baptised, the heavens opened and the
Spirit of God descended as a dove
and alighted upon him. A voice
from the heavens said: “This is My
beloved Son, in whom I am wellpleased.”
The baptism site is less than an
hour drive west of Amman. It is
near the mouth of the Dead Sea, the
lowest point on Earth.
The overall area is rich with history. A nearby mountain, overlooking the baptism site and the Dead
Sea, is Mount Nebo, where tradition
says Moses saw the Promised Land,
a reference to the biblical Judea and
Samaria or what is known as the
West Bank.
Further down on the eastern
shore of the Dead Sea is believed
to be where the ancient kingdoms
of Sodom and Gomorrah lie under
water.
The Jordan baptism site draws
pilgrims, mostly Christian, from
across the world. That includes
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
who inaugurated a house for pilgrims that belongs to the Orthodox
Church on June 27, 2012.
However, the number of visitors
to the baptism site has been decreasing because of tensions and
wars in the region. Official figures
show that 3.7 million tourists visited Jordan between January and
September, compared with 5.3 million in all of 2014 and 8.1 million before the “Arab spring” revolutions
in 2010.
Dia Madani, director of the Baptism Commission, an independent board of trustees, said 10,500
visitors travelled to the baptism site
from January through May of 2014,
compared with 7,300 in the same
period in 2015. He said visitors were
mostly from Europe and North and
South America.
“The 44% decline in the visitor
numbers is due to the political situation surrounding us,” Madani said.
From a biblical perspective, the
site Saphsapha, which is portrayed
on a sixth-century mosaic of the
Holy Land is the same site of Wadi
al-Kharrar, which lies east of the
Jordan river in Bethany.
Local archaeologists say at the
start of Wadi al-Kharrar, near a

Agenda
Beirut:
Through December 23rd
The eighth Beirut Chants Festival
takes place in historic churches
of the central district of Beirut
and its surroundings. Celebrating
Christmas, the festival’s programme includes choral, sacred
music, chamber and philharmonic orchestra performances
and appearances by international
soloists. National and international artists, such as La Scala,
Notre Dame University Choir, the
Lebanese Philharmonic Orchestra, Abeer Nehme, Jeff Cohen
and Abdel Rahman el Bacha,
have collaborated on the festival
line-up.

Beirut:
Through December 26th

Tourists walking towards a church i n the baptism site on the
eastern banks of the biblical Jordan river.

Souk El Tayeb is a weekly market
that hosts more than 60 producers from across Lebanon with
food products as well as traditional and handmade crafts. Souk
El Tayeb is open every Saturday
from 9am-2pm at Beirut Souks in
Beirut, facing the Medgulf building on Trablos Street.

Dubai:
Through April 9th

Christians hold a mass at Jordan’s baptism site where tradition has
it that Jesus was baptised by John the Baptist.

Global Village is the largest
seasonal cultural extravaganza
in the region. Visitors can enjoy
an array of festivals, shopping
and entertainment in an openair theme park. The entertainment and shopping destination
hosts more than 70 participating
countries with presentations in
more than three dozen pavilions.
There are more than 50 fun rides
and 26 restaurants offering food
from around the world.

Katara Beach, Qatar:
December 18th-20th

(Photo credit: Nader Daoud)

A spot on the Jordanian side of the biblical Jordan river.
monastic complex, pilgrims could
climb Jabal Mar Elias, the hill where
the Prophet Elijah is said to have
ascended into heaven. The site includes a sanctuary, which attracted
Christian pilgrims.
Abbot Daniel, a Russian pilgrim
who visited in 1661, wrote: “Not far

away from the river, at a distance
of two arrow throws, is the place
where the Prophet Elijah was taken into Heaven in a chariot of fire.
There is also the grotto of St John
the Baptist. A beautiful strong fast
stream full of water flows over the
stones. The water is very cold, has a
very good taste and is the water that
John drank.”
Roufan Nahhas, based in Jordan,
has been covering cultural issues
for more than two decades.

The fourth Run the World Festival
(RTW) features a variety of
sports competitions, including
basketball, volleyball, football,
cricket, BMX, skateboarding and
parkour. The opening ceremony
is set for Qatar’s National Day
and is to feature unique Qatari
performances as well as the RTW
Souq, which provides a market
for a variety of items and many
different cultures. Also on the
programme are Youth Got Talent
performances.

Dubai:
December 19th- 30th
Madinat Theatre in Jumeirah,
Dubai celebrates Christmas with
a musical version of the classic
film Miracle on 34th Street. The
story follows Kris Kringle, a kind
bearded man who claims he is
Santa Claus. When employed as
Santa at a department store, Kris
quickly spreads a wave of love
through New York.

Nabeul:
December 20th-28th
Nabeul, a coastal town in northeastern Tunisia hosts the 30th International Neapolis Festival for
Kids’ Theatre. The festival takes
place in Nabeul’s diverse theatre
district and will host shows from
India, Argentina, Lebanon, Algeria, Saudi Arabia and France.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.

Christian worshipers converge on a church in the baptism site on the biblical Jordan river for prayers.
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